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of tlie infernal regions whose acquaintance I made in these parts, and who

throws those whom he possesses into a state suggestive of one attacked

simultaneously with hysterics, epilepsy, ague, and colic, a fearful combination,

it is true, and to fully realise which, tha reader must make a trip to Chang-

Bhokar, which, geographically speaking, is one of the Chutia-Nagpur Tribu-

tary States, but which psychologically, I think, must be one of the outlying

provinces of Pandemonium.

The bride’s father having treated each of the demoniacs to three cupfuls

of liquor and a mouthful of ghi, Baghesar’s spirit vanished, leaving both

the men considerably blown and exhausted.

During the whole of this scene not a soul spoke, and the general impres-

sion seemed to be, that it was too solemn a matter to be sneered or laughed

at. Still no marriage ceremony is complete without it, and, according to

Gond ideas, fortune smiles on the wedded couple when Baghesar appears.

If the bride’s parents are poor and have not the means to afford a kid,

a pig is given instead. This I should think can’t be quite so pleasant for

the demoniacB, but the fun no doubt would he considerably enhanced to

those lookers-on who, like myself, had nothing to fear from Baghesar, and

could therefore with impunity smile at his pranks.

Of the extraordinary nature of the scene in general, no description could

ever supply a perfectly accurate conception
;
but, as an illustration of the

superstitious belief and worship of one of the most interesting of the

aboriginal tribes of India, it is nevertheless worthy of record. -

Essays in aid of a Comparative Grammar of the Gaurian Languages.—Eg
Rev. A. F. Rudolf Hoeenle, D. Eh., Professor of Sanskrit, Jag

Ndrayan's College, Benares.

I .-—Introductory.

It may be convenient to have a collective name for all North-Indian

languages derived from the Sanskrit. As Dravidian is now, after the example

set by Dr. Caldwell in his Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian langu-

ages, the name generally received to designate the non-Sanskritic languages

of South India, and as Gaurian ( ) is the term commonly, used by San-

skrit writers as the correlative to Dravidian ( ^Tfs.^3" ), it appears to be the

simplest plan to appropriate the term Gaurian for the Sanskritic languages

of North India.*

The following languages must be accounted Gaurian : viz., the Oriya,

the Bangali, the Hindi, the Naipali, the Marathi, the Gujarati, the Sindhi,

* If X am not much mistaken, I have already seon tho word Gaurian employed by
some writers in this wise, so that its use by me is not a novelty.
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Note to p. 119.

Bdghesar means ‘ the Tiger-God,’ from lag'll, a tiger, and eshivar,
1 God.’ Compare also Herklots’s ‘ Manners and Customs of the Mussul-

mans of India,’ p. 220,—“ After the demoniac is well filled with the devil,

he sometimes screeching takes a kakra (large wick), continues lighting and
extinguishing it by putting the lighted end into his mouth

;
some, biting

the neck ofafowl, suck its blood.”
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the Panjabi (or Gurmuklii), and the Kashmiri. They are divided into two

groups by somo striking' grammatical peculiarities, of which I may here

niention two, which will more immediately concern us in the following essays.

One is the possession of an eighth case of agent (over and above the common
seven Sanskrit cases)

,
formed by the post-position sr (or sf

;
in the Naipali, ^j) ;

a correlate of which is the absence of an organic past tense of the verb. The

other is the adjective character 'of the genitive post-positions, which agree

with the noun which they qualify, in gender, number, and case. These

peculiarities are possessed by all Gaurian languages* except the Oriya and

Bangali, which two latter, therefore, form a group by themselves
;
the

remainder making up the other group.

The Hindi is the most extensively spoken of all the Gaurian languages.

Its area consists of nearly 40,000 square miles, and extends from the River

Gandak in the east to the Satlaj in the west, and from the Himalaya in the

north to the Vindhya Mountains in the south. But a distinction must bo

made between the high Hindi and the low Hindi, the mutual relation of

which shows many striking resemblances to that between the high and low

German. I take here the terms high and low in their ordinary sense, mean-

ing by high the cultivated, the language of literature, and by low, the vulgar

Bpoken dialects. The high Hindi is used almost exclusively for literature

over the whole area, and is understood everywhere
;
though it is perhaps no-

where spoken in its purity by the people : at all events, it is spoken only by
the higher and educated classes. The high Hindi does not differ from the

Urdu in its grammar ;
and in its vocabulary only so far, that it substitutes

for all foreign (i. e., Persian or Arabic) words, others transferred to it directly

from the Sanskrit. It arose gradually by the substitution of Sanskrit words

partly for foreign words, partly for such Prakrit words as had become, in the

course of time, obsolete or vulgar
;
and the cause of this substitution was

partly the revival of Hindil patriotism, partly the impetus given to Hindi

literature through the introduction by the English of vernacular education

and Christian missions. It is, therefore, a comparatively modem language.

In fact, its formation and growth is still going on, as ipiy one who takes an

interest in such matters may verify by personal observation.

While the high Hindi is uniform and spread over the whole area of the

Hindi, the low Hindi consists of many dialects differing more or less among
themselves and confined to different provinces. But they may be divided

into two great classes, of which the Braj Bhasha and the (so-called) Ganwari,

respectively, are typical. The former class occupies the western, the latter

the eastern half of the Hindi area. Roughly speaking, the boundary line

tna
.y be drawn at 80° Long. To the western class belong, besides the typi-

cal Braj Bhasha spoken in the A'gra and Mathura Districts, the Dialects of
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Gwitliar, Alwar, Jaipiir, the Marwari dialect, &c. To the eastern class be-

long, beside the typical Ganwari spoken in the Benares Division, the Bais-

wari* dialect of Audh, the Maithili dialect of Tirhut, and others. The

differences between these two classes are so great as to constitute them al-

most two different languages
;
for the Ganwari and its class of dialects

participate in most of the characteristics of the Bang&li class of the Gaurian

languages, while the Braj Bhasha class of dialects share those of the other

Gaurian languages. The Ganwari, as its name which means * rustic’ or ‘ vul-

gar’ confined to villages) indicates, has never received any literary

cultivation, and is confined to the low and uneducated part of the population.

Throughout the whole area of the latter, a more or less pure high Hindi is

spoken and written by the higher and the educated classes. Hence here the

area of the Hindi class of the Gaurian languages and that of the Bangali

class overlap each other, the Ganwari forming a sort of transition language

between the two. The Braj Bhasha on the other hand has begun from early

times to receive some literary cultivation. Most Hindi poets within the last

400 years (e .
g., Kabir, Bihari Lai, Sur Das, Tulsi Das, &c.) have employed

it principally in their poems. Hence it has become the mother of the Urdu

and high Hindi. The latter derive by far the greatest part of then- gram-

mar and vocabulary from it. In fact, it is distinguished from the high Hindi

chiefly by a greater roughness and a greater abundance of its grammatical

forms. Grammars of the Braj Bhasha have been written hi modern times,

e. g., by Ballantyne, and in the Hindi and Hindustani Selections
;
and per-

haps the best known prose work written hi it is the i?ijaniti, a translation of

the Sanskrit HUopadeshd.

Two opposite opinions are held by different scholars regarding the na-

ture of the Gaurian languages. While some Orientalists consider them to

be, with trifling exceptions in the vocabulary, wholly Sanskritic, others

admit large un-Sanskritic additions, both in the grammar and in the vocabu-

lary. According to Dr. Caldwell,t e. g., “the grammatical structure of

the spoken idioms of Northern India was from the first, and always continued

to be, in the main Scythian ;
and the change which took place when Sanskrit

acquired the predominance as the Aryans gradually extended their conquests

and their colonies, was rather a change of vocabulary than of grammar ;
a

* The derivation of Baiswdra is uncertain. According to some Pandits, it is con-

nected with the word IpUTSfY which is said to be the name of a Kshattriya tribe

living in Audh, who gave to their country the name of the Baiswara countiy, and to

their dialect the name of the Baiswari dialect. According to others, it is a modifica-

tion of «[ ryyrid The meaning of the name would then be : the dialect confined to

the Yaisyas, or rustics
; and it would be almost identical with the meaning of the

name Ganwari, which is a modification of HHrerCt, e., confined to villages.

f Comparative Grammar, p. 38.
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change not so much in arrangement and vital spirit as in the materiel of the

language. Seeing that the northern vernaculars possess with the words of

the. Sanskrit a grammatical structure which in the main appears to he Scy-

thian, it seems more correct to represent these languages as having a Scy-

thian basis with a large and overwhelming Sanskrit addition, than as having

a Sanskrit basis with a small admixture of a Scythian element.” If this

theory should be true, the Gauriari languages could no more be accounted

Sanskritic or Indo-European, any more than the El'Svidian languages. For

languages must be classified according to their grammatical structure.*

Otherwise, English (Johnsonian English at all events) would have to be

counted among the Romance, and Urdu among the Semitic languages. But

the whole question is hardly yet ripe for adjudication. The Gaurian langua-

ges have as yet had very little attention paid to them as regards their nature

and origin. Moreover in such an investigation a serious difficulty is met

with at the outset in the extreme want and inaccessibility of the Gaurian

literature dating from the time when the Gaurian languages took then- origin

(about 800 to 1200, A. D.). As up to this time the Aryan population of

North India, who had imigrated many centuries before, had used exclusively

Sanskritic languages (Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit), it would be a most remarkable

phenomenon, if they, a Culturvolk, had now exchanged their native grammar
for that of the uncultured and despised aboriginal population

;
supposing

that the language of the latter was really a non-Aryan one, and that it had

really survived the long Aryan occupation
;
both suppositions by no means

established as yet. It has happened more than once that a conquering nation

(especially, if inferior in culture), while retaining more or less its native

vocabulary, adopted the grammar of the conquered people (as the Normans

in England, the Arabs and Turks in North India, the Pranks in Gaul),

under the condition that this process commenced from the very first beginning

of the conquest. But that the conquerors, after having resided for Centuries

hi the country and retained their native language (both in grammar and

vocabulary, trifling instances in the latter excepted) entirely unmixed with

the aboriginal languages, should abandon their own grammar in favour of

that of the conquered, requires strong proofs to be credited, especially as it

is by no means certain whether the aboriginal languages at all survived at so

late a date
;
for, according to the evidence aflorded by the Prakrit of the

playg, Prakrit was spoken by the low class population, which was composed,

uo doubt, principally of the subjugated aboriginal people, who, therefore,

either spoke a Sanskritic language from the first or adopted the vulgar

dialect of the language of their conquerors.

* Compare Max Muller’s remarks in Lectures on tke Science of Language, lect.

> pp. 86-90 (Gth Ed.).

16 *

II.,
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If by a more thorough investigation of the Gaurian languages it can

be shown, that they are entirely Sanskritie, this will, on account of the

many undoubted resemblances between the Gaurian and Dravidian languages

(cf. Dr. Caldwell’s Comparative Grammar, pp. 34 to 39), materially affect our

view of the classification of the latter. However, this problem awaits yet a

thorough scientific enquiry. And the following essays are offered as a slight

contribution towards its solution. For the inflexional post-positions of the

Gaurian languages are, above other points, considered to be evidences of the

Dravidian* or Seythianf character of their grammatical structure.

Essay II .
—On the Post-Positions of the Genitive.

The present essay will be devoted to the elucidation of the nature and

origin of the post-positions of the genitive. They are the following :

—

In the High Hindi, ... qrr, ft, %

;

Braj Bhasha, - - - - *RT, ft, f ;

Alwar Dialect,

Ganwari,

Maithili,

Naipali,

Marathi,

Gujarati,

Panjabi,

Sindhi,

Bangali,

Onya,

S5k -v

- ^ ;

-

- ^\T, ^rr

;

- ^T, 'ft, % %, "ST, ft

;

- ^T, ft, *rt, Hi;

- fl> ft, f

;

- %T, ft, f, 3IT

;

- ^ or TC

;

-

The only attempt at an explanation of the origin of these post-positions

that I remember to have met with, is one made by Bopp in his Comparative

Grammar, para. 340, note. J

He compares the Hindi genitives formed by means of the post-positions

«ffT, etc., with the Sanskrit genitive plural HginKH of hihh I, and of

thou, etc. These words are possessive pronomina (our and your) formed by
the affix Others also have referred to this Sanskrit affix or ft

*

4 ,
which

expresses relation or possession, as an explanation of the Hindi post-positions.

But there are serious objections to this theory.

* By Dr. Stevenson, in tire Jonrnal of the Bombay Asiatic Society.

t Cf. Dr. Caldwell’B Comparative Grammar, p. 39. He seems, however, inclined to
admit a Sanskritie origin of the genitive post-positions, cf. p. 246.

X He says : Es verdient bemerkt zu werden, dass im Hindostanischen die Formen,
die man in beideu zalrlen alier deolinations-faehigen woerter ais genitive aufstellt,

sich als unverkennbare possessiva herausstellen, dadurch dass sie sich nach dem
Geschlechte des folgonden Substantives richten. Die pronomina erster und zweiter
person haben im masc, rft, im fern, rt, als possessiv suffix, die iibrigen woerter im
masc. k&, im Fern, ki

j ka aber stimmt zum skr. suffix ka von asmaka, yusnraka,
mamaka, tftvaka.
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The form of the word to which the post-positions are added, is not
always the pure hase, as the addition of the Sanskrit affix would require, but
already inflected (e. //., ilT% hi of a horse, is not the simple base of the

word ifFfr, but an infleeted form of it). Again, it is most unlikely that

elements like the affixes 3f, cjtol, etc., which occur in Sanskrit only as integral

parts of a word, but never by themselves as independent words, should have,

in a comparatively modem language, separated themselves from the body of

the word and assumed independent life (as post-positions) similar to that of

prepositions. It would be a phenomenon contrary to those that have been

observed in all other cases of (what Max Muller calls) dialectic regeneration.

It is clear also that by this theory the other post-positions (as H, *j, %)

cannot be explained. But there can be no doubt that, whatever the true

explanation be, it must be the same for all post-positions. For these reasons

among others, any theory which traces the post-positions to Sanskrit affixes

cannot be the true one. Their explanation must be sought for in a different

direction.

In the first place, it may be remarked that the term “ post-position” is

misleading. It gives the idea as if the words, to which it is applied, belonged

to that class of words which includes the prepositions, conjunctions, etc., i. e.,

elements of language which are incapable of either derivation or inflexion.

Now most of the so-called post-positions of the genitive are capable of both.

They have clearly a nominal or more accurately an adjective character. For

the Hindi ^rr, #7, agree with the noun which they qualify, in case,

number, and gender, exactly as for instance, ^ good. If

the qualified noun is a masculine singular nominative, then «RT is used
;

if a

feminine singular or plural, then cRl ;
if a masculine plural nominative, then

% ;
if a masculine in any oblique case, then The same is the case with the

Panjabi 27 ,
the Braj Bhaslia 3RT, %, etc. In the Sindhi, 5H and oil

are used like 3fT and in High Hindi
; 5TT is used, if the qualified noun is

in the masculine plural nominative, and si is used, if it is a masculine in any

oblique case singular or plural. With this agrees the use of the post-

positions ir, eft, of the Alwar and Jaipur dialect.

After these explanations the following scheme of the agreement* of the

* This agreement is not altogether perfect ;
bnt neither is the agreement of

the real adjective with its substantive more so; e. g., in Hindi, qyj and % ought to

have a different form in the plural
;
probably these plural forms are irregularly adopted

from the singular ; but then g°0<h has also both in the singular and plural

. Originally, the agreement was much more perfect. This is clearly proved by the

Marathi, where “ sometimes, in poetry, the adjective takes a case-form corresponding

to that of the noun it qualifies ;
thus

:

HTW «T HT5PJ ”

Student’s Manual of Marathi Grammar, p. 39.
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Gaurian genitive post-positions with the noun qualified by them will be easily

understood—
Singular. Plural.

Direct case. Oblique cases. Direct case. Oblique cases.

-A

—

r
mas. fern, neutr. mas.

High Hindi diT ft — f
Braj Bliashd, .... diT ft — f
A1war dialect, ... — f
Ganwari, -ti di — f

Maithili, di di — dr

Naipali, f t ft — diT

Marathi, 'ft fr ^11

or

Gujarati,* WT ft xr' WT

Panjabi, fi ft f
Sindhi, fri ft — f
Bangali, . <rc xrx: vr

or or or or

T K T x:

Oriya, XT x: T T

fem.
\ I

neutr. mas. fem. neutr. mas. fem. neutr.

ft — ^ ft — f ft —
ft — f ft — f ft —
ft — diT ft — f ft —

•v «v

d? — df dr — dr dr —
dr — di di — dr dr —
ft — drr ft — diT ft —

'dJT f w ft 'djr 'dir 'dll

or or or or or

% f % f
ft HT WT ft xrt xrr ft xrr

ft — f ft — f ft —
— OH ft — fr sit —

VT vr vc rtx; ^x: ox; dx; dx;

or • or or or or or or or

T t x: X x: x: x: x;

T x: x; X x; x; x; x:

The adjective character of these so-called post-positions indicates that

we must look for a nominal source of them in Sanskrit.

It is a well-known observation that in poetry and in the vulgar dialects,

old grammatical forms are often preserved which have been altogether lost

in the cultivated dialects. These archaic forms do the same service to the

student of language as fossil remains do to the student of geology. They

discover to us language in its earliest state from which it has developed into

its present form.t

In the Ganwari dialect, sometimes, there is found in the genitive the

post-position 'STT, or diT, instead of It is there confined to the pronominal

declension
;

e. g., T?J diT, of him, is in Gunwari V^pc, or Vdi
;
rxj % is Vdif ,

or

df ; KJf diT, of them, is or H5? ^ ^ # is V’^drx:, or f ;
again,

* The forms as in use among tbo Mardthis and Gujaratis settled in Benares and

Gaya (and probably anywhere in the Hindi country) differ slightly from those given

above. In Marathi the form of the direct case plural of the neuter is f,
instead of

and in the Gujarati, the form of the oblique cases singular in all three genders is alike

sj- instead of sff, f,
qj-, These differences are evidently merely assimilations to the

Hindi.

f “ In every country it is in the poetry and in the speech of the peasantry that

the ancient condition oflangnage is best studied.” Dr. Caldwell, Comp. Gram., p. 31.
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fan =st ST, whose house, is in Ganwari #urr sit, or ufa sit ; fan nr sit n in

whose house, is %uiT sit, &o. The same post-position niT is frequently^ met

with in the Ilamayana of Tulsi Das (about 1650, A. D.). But there it is

not confined to pronouns, but also used in connexion with nouns, e. g.,

^fa srrfa utu II i. e.

High Hindi : '©faUT Ufl 'STTffT niT 35TV II

Lanka kand

Besides spT, Tulsi Das uses sometimes another form which is still more

archaic, viz. ^T, or ^Tl, %-G, %T. They are used exactly as urr, nft, as #t
(%TT) corresponds to the Ganwari sr

,
so UiT to the Ganwari UiT ;

e. g., UfTT

occurs in tide following verse :

far TTTS nu -Jr© 5© %TT i. e.

High Hindi : fac # ©U ST^nf ^T-

Lanka kand.

(Here possibly srtt might be used as a Nom. PL, like U\T in the Alwar

and Jaipur dialect, and an in Sindhi).

Again, tut «rrfr Jin Tuufa%r ii i.

High Hindi, TU! TJ't T’SRTm © TT« UTT II

Again, occurs in the following verses :

©jr© sraiffr wz fun nfa ii i. e.

High Hindi : ©jt© sft uninr © fun ©t ©© faT©nl © ©1©T ) II

Ayudhya kand,

Or: ^jf© ©nrc ut©1 mfu %t! ii i. e .

High Hindi : ^© % qinr© nfat u^TT q&t ii

Lanka kand.

Or: mn nr ©©s ni© ©f© %fl 1

jit far© nrw muw hit utt n i. e.

High Hindi: n© fa ni© ©© ©1 i

Jint fan uu>TT © ©t^t %t ^©r© i nr© © ufat ©t ii

Lanka kand.

Again %T occurs in the following verses :

U 5©! unnTT© nn nr© ii i. e.

High Hindi : © ©fin utTnr © n<fa n©vr ©nr % n

Bala kand.

Or : f. faffa ©5t©*IT II

High Hindi : n fa©fa © ^siqi^T % II

* Lanka kand.

An example 6f cRT occurs in the following verse :

nr $nfa %t <gn nrq© ii i e.

High Hindi : n© ^ntn ^it i?[3T nrnur © ii

Lanka kand.
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A contemporary of Tulsi Das was Sura Das (about 1650, A. D.). The

following instances of the use by him of the same words (§x;T or §TT, §71,

tT) are taken from his poems called the Sura Sagar

—

sir 7TTT f'Trrr ftpair §7T li «. C.

High Hindi : §07 §o’ fwrg; f^^r, ^ ftnair «piw n

Saravali 12.

Or : *p:t%t xs %v.t ii i. e.

High Hindi : xtttbt ii

Saravali.

Or : fHTTFTT xrr^rtff %tl il

High Hindi : usm ^7 fa* §17 srm §T ^ §1 n

Nitya Kirtan, 49.

Considerably older than both Tulsi Das and Sura Das is Kabir. He

lived about 1500, A. D. His Behlitahs offer many instances of the use of

§7T, §7l, §7 ,
as signs of the genitive. A few of them are the following :

^4i7 TiTU § N77 l

«n Jin §t\ ftp^r ^77 " i. e.

High Hindi :
^vjr §rv %r xixttt |

5TT JT7 §1 f«P7T ^rrJir II

Or : %7 vr ^ ^vrii 1*^77 ii i. e.

High Hindi : xgwi % ^iTwr xi % ®i§ f§U7iT ^f7rJr n

Still further back we come to Ohand Bardai, who lived about 1200,

A. D. An instance of the same use of §7 occurs in the following verse

taken from his great epic the Priihirdj r&yasa.

^r7 j[5T^ -TfsPnsr §7T ii

Book XIX, 41 *

If we now turn to the Prakrit, we find sometimes an adjective noun

or §vqr, inserted between the genitive and the noun qualified by it.

In such eases, the insertion appears to be perfectly 'pleonastic, that is, the

sense is complete, even if the word J|rf7*ff, or §7^i, bo altogether omitted.

Whenever §7^f is thus inserted, it agrees with the qualified noun in case,

number, and gender, i. e., is treated as an adjective
;
e. g.,

* Unfortunately I have been unable to obtain a copy of Chand’s epic, and, there-

fore, must content myself with giving this single example, which by a happy accident

occurs in one of the notes appended by Mi*. Boames to his translation of the 19th

Book, printed in the J ournal of tho Asiatic Society of Bengal, Part 1, No. Ill, of 1869.

As I have not the contoxt, I cannot speak with certainty j
but my suggestion as to the

nature of §^f might perhaps be a solution of the difficulty which Mr. Beames felt in

the meaning of tho verse. It might explainthe verse, without taking ^yj as a verb and

altering it into which is an objoctionable emendation ; for there is (as Mr. Beames

himself admits) no verb in Hindi
;
and the words “ to overthrow

”

in such a con-

nection aro an anglicism.
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rpjfq qjum #fxqi 5ITf^ ^ II

Skr. sm q(fq qfTWq: 3lifff *T WCfa ll

High Hindi : ^qqt snffT **T qiTm % ll

Mrichchhakati, Act VI.

Or : Wf? *rqqt>/q<?<" qrr%rri<r wtit qi'HdtqfPer n

Skr. wqiqfr^bq qrqfirfqiSffT *rm qjDqmq n

High Hindi : at «ra qrr #raiT 5jr?rT ^ n

Ditto, Act 1.

Or : qtff qvqf qq qq'?’" n i. e.

Skr. qua q»nT ll

High Hindi : f%<? q>T ^ qq^W n

Ditto, Act YI.

Or : qr^rqr qqqrqi^qi fspjpjnw qqftro ll i. e.

Skr. *?<Yu q^qqfTts^ ^iwT^jT^r ufq^g n or

High Hindi : iiv qujqrq'jqqi u tr^r *iiii
!q ^ q%si qryqr n

Ditto, Act VIII.

Or : orf?; *m ifw qqfqifw, nr f^T5 ^rq qjsq*? it i. c.

Skr. •qfq ^qqTf^qiT, frq;T f<reg- ?rrq<T ii or

High Hindi : qf<?; ^ «nft f m aqy snq wt n

*
Ditto, Act X.

In the two last examples, the common interchange of q and <3 has taken

place.

It may he noted in the foregoing examples, (1) that in none of them

%r^r
(or has a predicative sense. Were we to translate it by “ made

or wrought,” it would turn the sentence into nonsense. It is every where

perfectly superfluous, the sense being complete without it
; (2) that is

used pleonastically, namely, that although inserted only in connection with a

genitive, it is not yet used by itself to determine the genitive, but always em-

ployed over and above the ordinary genitive, hence forming a sort of double

or pleonastic genitive
; (3) that is used in connection with pronouns.

Compare in this respect the use of qrq in Ganwari with pronouns only. There

are, however, instances in which qrqqf is also used in connexion with nouns
j

e
- 9;

Skr.

High Hindi :

qm ^si^iT^r qfssw srviiT ii i e.

qq *a<sj qu^TUi: 11 or

«tt wqw ^ qiT 11

Ditto, Act IV.

Or : qw qq^w qr^t% 11 i. c.

Skr. qqw qq'S'ri 11 or

High Hindi : m Jrrft t qil 11
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In these examples, sfiOR still forms a pleonastic genitive. But some

places occur where the original genitive termination is altogether dropped,

and instead is joined to the crude base, with which it forms a compound,

and thus determines by itself the genitive ease, e.
„

qcFspr ^siir u i. e.

Skr. u-sjrfi ^rrs?: II or

High Hindi : W vx 11 *
Ditto, Act IV:

Or : 15% H >-/e -

Skr. TT5l^rav»H£lT*rei ,*nr HJT: ^iwfa ii or

High Hindi : TTsrrawdwuw dir u fwNl 7? sn^ft ^t^'jit ii

°
In these examples evidently, forms no more a pleonastic genitive,

but itself determines the genitive case of the word with which it is com-

pounded, in the place of the real original case affix. It has clearly not only

lost its predicative meaning, but has become altogether a determinative ele-

ment, or a sort of affix.

But what was originally the meaning of this word and how did it

come to lapse into the condition of a mere affix ? In order to answer this

question, we must go back to the Sanskrit. In one place occurs

instead of viz. :

—

rf^ jpi || i. e.

Skr. ri? 11 or

High Hindi : vx JTTft ^ fa ^W WTT V ll

The Sanskrit equivalent of qfa*ra is aWT* The noun tlssfa means

< nature,’ that which distinguishes one from another. Hence, MSfa may mean,

natural, peculiar, or own

;

for what is peculiar to one, that is one’s own.

The word therefore means own, and was originally inserted after the

genitive to emphasize the possessive sense of the genitive. But in course of

time, this original object of the insertion of ifa*r<«r was lost sight of, and it

was used simply to express the genitive itself. In fact, it may be shown

that the genitive in many other languages arose by some such process.f As

* LitoraUy it is ’S^irPf I
bat it is a vory common practico in Prakrit, of which

numberless instances aro found in the plays, to add the affix to Sanskrit words

without any effect upon tho sense of the latter (of. Pr. Prak. iv, 25, Com.).

f A good illustration of the process is mentioned by Max Muller in his Lectures

on the Science of Languages. In Lect. II, page 79, he quotes the following remarks from

an American paper about the Negro-English. “As to Oases, I do not know that I ever

heard a regular possessive, but they have begun to develope one of their own, which is

a vory curious illustration of the way inflectional forms have probably grown up in

other languages. If they wiBh to make the faot of possession at all emphatic or dis-

tinct, they use the whole word “ own.” Thus they will say “ Mosey houso. But if

asked whose house that is, the answer is “ Mosey own.” “ Co’ Molsy y own was the
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^r?irf is the original of P#qtqi, so W<T is the original of qrqf (or qrsrqi)
;

and 3irr has the same meaning as garf (or qqqiqf), just as qrr means
the same as. qqrx doer, and qfTX in the phrases T"Slfi ^TPCfl, [qnxm, &c.,

(cf. Siddlianta Ivaumudi to Pan. 3, 4, 27, Yol. II, page 4G8) the same as

qqnr “ manner.”

But to return to the phonetic changes which ^xqi underwent, it is

well known rule in Prakrit, that non-initial single mute consonants ar

elided (cf. Prakrita I’rakasa II, 2.). Accordingly q<T becomes a

form which occurs in several of the examples already quoted. When two

vowels meet in consequence of such an elision of a consonant, they are

often contracted* in Prakrit already (cf. Pr. Prak. IV. 1.), hut still

more in its descendant, the Gaurian. Hence i&rir becomes in the Gaurian

%tt, and this again changes into #XT. Thus the Sanskrit hraqb, horse, is

in Prakrit inf7.iT, in the Gaurian hpff (Alwari and Sindhi), or hifT (High

Hindi). On the change of the final to ^iT, as well as the change of the

feminine termination qjT to T in see some remarks below and in Essay IV.

From #vt (or %TT), q»T, may be derived immediately the modern

forms ?TT (or qu), qrl, qi, by another step of phonetic decay. The elision of

a medial X, though not noted in the Sutras of Vararuchi, occurs occasion-

ally in the later Prakrit
;

e, g., qx, for qfx, in

qrqWTT i| i. e.

Sanskrit, ^qifqiqqfcxqifqqqTfW i

^TflflTSnfXiqi^T^Tfs)' n

Karpura Mapjari Sattaka, verse 2.

But in the Gaurian the elision of a medial single X is not without

example. For instance, the conjunction q, but, clearly stands for the San-

skrit qxn, which occurs in Hindi also, and more commonly as qx. Simi-

larly, the Ganwdri sign of the genitive qi has arisen from the other

Ganwari and poetic form qrx. Another Hindi word qiX (qrf<) which, how-

ever, has a different origin and stands for the Prakrit qifxq (Sanskrit qr^i),

also becomes not uncommonly qi, especially in the older poets like Kabir,

e
-a-, ^ ^ ^

qs%T vrq qw qi 5nqt q’qq-

q> flTrit ii or

High Hindi, qr%r qjfqtuq qiq qifx arrq' q«q qifx fli?' h

There is no great difficulty, therefore, in deriving qrr, qil, qi, from qjvq,

%Xt ; qiX, still another derivation is possible which I shall presently give, and

odd reply made by a little girl to the question, whose child she was carrying. Co’ is

little
j y euphonic.”—I think also, it can he shown that the affix by means of which

many Sanskrit genitives are formed, is nothing else but a possessive pronominal base,

equivalent to the common possessive pronominal base XI, meaning “own.”

17 it
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which is not open to this difficulty. Before, however, proceeding to the con-

sideration of it, I will dispose of another genitive post-position which, there

appears little doubt, is really derived from ^tt and thus medially from the

Prakrit viz. the Bangdli genitive post-position XX, and the Bangali

and Oriya C
In Bangali, all adjectives which are derived through the Prakrit appear

in the crude base (that is without the Prakrit endings sit [masculine] or VjT or

^ [feminine] and anuswara [neuter]), and hence are alike in all genders and

cases, e. g., WIT siPST^, little boy, and irz Trf%*RT, little girl (cf. Shama Churn

Sircar’s Bangali Grammar, page 75, 2nd edition). Hence the Prakrit or

contracted ifiKT, would in Bangali become ffiC Now this form tfir occurs now

and then in Tulsi Das, who, in his Ramayan, has laid all the principal Gaurian

languages, and Bangali among them, under contribution. An instance of a

verse containing it, has been already quoted. I have above referred to the

Prakrit rule of eliding a medial single mute consonant. The term medial

includes also the initial consonant of a word which forms the last part of a

compound (cf. Pr. Prak. II, 2 ) ; e. g., Sanscrit becomes in Prakrit

^3PC*JT ;
Sanskrit finiavTC becomes in Pr krit finpiiTTT. in Gaurian

;

Sanskrit becomes Prakrit ^jjVjTXT, Gaurian ^K. I have also

shown that, though in Prakrit i9 generally used pleonastically, so that

its concomitant word is also in the genitive case, yet in some instances it is

made to form a compound with its concomitant word which thou drops

its genitive inflexion. This latter usage seems to have become exclusively

established in the Bangali, and in using in composition with the word in

the genitive case, the initial of the former is elided regularly. Thus we

arrive at VC Take for instance the genitive of T?wire a child
;
it would be vrwnvr

this would change to and this to or (by contraction

of the two adjoining vowels) ^wrrkr, which is the present genitive in Bangali.

By analogy, the other Bangali genitive post-position T, which it shares with

the Oriya, is probably a curtailment of the genitive sign <fiT, still occurring

in Tulsi Das and in the Ganwari.

It has been already noticed that the Sanskrit equivalent for the Prakrit

is VuT. But -gfcT assumes various forms in Prakrit. Perhaps the most

common, though not the most regular, form of it is (where the change

of v? to c takes place by Pr. Prak. I, 28, and that of <T to ^ by Pr. Prak.

II, 7), e. g.,

c fkc n=Sanskrit ^ % 3kHT ll

Or : vmvrsr n= Sanskrit c'reprn fwvfrT li

Or : vd fcp-J wrf< n=Sanskrit xx fk ii

Next comes the form efc, foimed regularly according to Pr. Prak. I, 27, and

II, 7, e. g.,

n= Sanskrit ii
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Or : m ng u=Sanskrit SHTH n

The most regular form, though not so frequent, is with change of

^ to ^ by Pr. Prak. I, 28, and elision of 7f by Pr. Prak. II, 2., in both of

which sutras it is given among the examples. Another not unfrequent form
is (Pr. Prak. XI, 15), in which the rf of ®?T under the influence of

^3 has changed to 'S', a change not uncommon in Prakrit, as in ’q-f^vr ir, for

Vfrr^TJ, (Pr. Prak. II, 8, 2S.), for for fjpo HHHT,

(Mrichchh. Act II page 62). Examples of are

—

gri n=Sanskrit arn n

efrir n= Sanskrit nreiniJ 3PT: u etc.

Another very rare foim is where the ^ may he a substitution

either for the ^ of (by Pr. Prak. II, 23, as for

for cfiWm:, Eatnawali, Act I, page 21), or for the ^ of (by analogy of Pi’.

Prak. II, 12, as for efi^yap)
;
it occurs, e. g., in gr§fVr^1 ||=Sanskrit giffT

||. From the form probably spi-ang the form which occurs

only in the augmented shape by the not uncommon substitution of

an v for the first 'Uj (cf Pr. Prak. 1, 5, as ifSH for maiT, knit for ifc*H

for &c.). The most extraordinary transformation of sh, however, is the

rareone3;^ which occurs, e. y.,in^j'%j|^jjM=Sanskrit Jiv?-
-wp (Mrichchh.

Act II, page 63). From either cir^orqr^by the easy change of the linguals oi-sr

into y (cf. Pr. Prak. II, 30), arose a further form ;
xuxless it be considered

itselfthe original of qr^r, which is equally possible
;
or nrv might also be derived

direct from cf. Pr. Prak. II, 13, 14. The same relation as assist to ^r,
bears to^ ; and as qra; is to so is to The form <*ra: (as

an indeclinable adjective like those in Hangall) has been used, as already

shown, in the vulgar and poetical Hindi, to express the genitive. And from

it, as also explained already, probably the Bangali and Oriya genitive sign T
is derived, by the elision of the consonant ^ and loss of the vowel "31 through

the contraction of the meeting vowels consequent upon that elision
;

e. g.,

Jjn; = ijr?T3j< = iffK.*
The other forms or or are, I think, the originals of the dif-

ferent modern Hindi post-positions jrt or 4iT or and their feminine a#l and

inflected %. As the Prakrit aRrafiT becomes (by elision of ^i) ^<iiT, and this

again in the Gaurian (by contraction of the meeting vowels) afiyT or a^rr, so

the Prakrit apa^T becomes and this in the Gaurian apl or crt or aR|. As
regards this final ’sgr of ^rr which corresponds to tlxo masculine ending ajp of

all adjectives which have come into the Hindi through the Prakrit, it is every-

* Perhaps the possessive in Hindi HTT, rPCT, f?F?TC, xfTnTf, &c., should

be explained by means of this element ("C for ^T), the curtailment of (or ^iTT), thus

9^ rPT Sanskrit auflri arp—Prakrit 3^ J for the commonly received deriva-

tion of these pronouns from the Sanskrit possessiva &c., is not

without difficulties.
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where the substitute of the Prakrit masculine nominative ending 38T. Adject-

ive bases in ^ end in Sanskrit in the nominative singular masculine in ^i,

feminine "3TT or K\ plural ^T*. These terminations change in the Prakrit in

%T, ^6(T or x;, and ^T- In the Alwari dialect, as well as in the Sitidhi and

Naip&li, these terminations are preserved unchanged. The genitive post-

positions in Alwari and Naipali are, nominative singular masculine sfiT, nomi-

native plural masculine ^TT, feminine
;
in Sindhi resp. srr, oU, srl ; similarly,

in all three languages, is a horse, rirei horses, mare, &c. The

Brajbhasha changes generally the Prakrit v*T into »-T, and has therefore efiT,

instead of ^T; similarly for Prakrit (Sanskrit e|frsirr:). The

High Hindi finally changes the harsher diphthongs % or into the more

agreeable vowel ^T, and hence has cfTT, for or or ^>^T-

Prom (or T or «rt) the feminine 3ft was formed, according to the univer-

sal rule of the Hindi of forming the feminine in x;, instead of the Sanskrit

or Prakrit ^T. The origin of the feminine 3d and the inflected form % will be

explained afterwards (see Essay I V).

The form f%g; perhaps has even a better claim than the form to be

considered the original of 3fT,
'

3t, 3f. It is true that so far as I have search-

ed the Prakrit dialogues of Sanskrit dramas, I have not discovered an in-

stance of either 3\ 3J or f3i <T being used in that pleonastic manner in which
^iXT^T is employed. While 3*T^T is frequently used in a determinative sense

(as affix of the genitive), I have never found or f3f^T so used, but always

in a predicative sense (as a proper participle past passive). But besides

the direct proofs to be adduced hereafter (showing that 1%% is the original

of ^t), the following reasons will show that not much importance can be

attached to the circumstance. In the first place, that no instance of f%%
or 3<^t as genitive affix is found, is merely matter of accident. For alto-

gether the use of a Prakrit form of the Sanskrit participle ®<T in this deter-

minative sense, is confined to one play, the Mrichchhakati ; and even there it

occurs only about fourteen times (in the form 3ST3;) . This use of was evi-

dently slang. But while other plays also introduce low and vulgar people, they

do it only on rare occasions and even then put a more or less refined language

into their mouth
;
on the other hand, the Mrichchhakati introduces low people

very extensively, and allows them to express themselves freely in their native

vulgar jargon. This explains also the occurrence, in the Mrichchhakati, of
other grammatical forms besides 3iT3f, which are found in no other play. We
may safely conclude that since the use of a Prakrit form of tfirT to determine
the genitive is confined to one play and even there, on account of its vul-
garity, is only exceptionally introduced, the manner of its use there must not
be taken as a measure of its use in general among the people. Among them,
^T3T was employed, no doubt, much more frequently, and very probably
other loans of sKrr (as &c.,) also, which were too vulgar to he admit-
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ted at all into any play. There is nothing surprising in the fact that, among
only about fourteen instances of grW, the form fag or gig should never oc-

cur, seeing that the latter was probably the more vulgar expression of the two.

And here 1 may call attention to the oft-observed fact that what had been once

vulgar or slang phrases, or grammatical forms, during the classical period of a

language, generally becomes the material out of which the language after its

decay reconstructs itself. This law is well illustrated by the Romance lan-

guages. “ The sources of Italian are not to he found in the classical Literature

of Rome, hut in the popular dialects of Italy. Hindustani is not the

daughter of Sanskrit, as we find it in the Vedas, or in the later literature of

the Brahmans
;
it is a branch of the living speech of India, springing from

the same stem from which Sanskrit sprang, when it first assumed its literary

independence.”* (2.) Moreover, there is direct proof that fagi and ggT were

used in a determinative sense. In Sanskrit, sfifi', the locative singular of

«SrT, is sometimes employed to express the dative. Even there it has nearly

lost its originally predicative meaning, and has come to he regarded almost

like a mere case-affix. But in the Prakrit and Gaurian, s5<i as well as other

similar Sanskrit words, e. g.,^ (Marathi gfat), ggvfa (Bangali grri, Hindi

gfa) , have become mere case—signs of the dative. Now is rendered in the

Prakrit promiscuously by gfagf (or fagfa), or by fgrg, or by gig. Examples

of gggi are the following

—

gif rg fa gig rfa srmrTfo ii i. e.

Skr. % gfa ggj sfa tw 3>vj sngrfg n or

High Hindi : g gfa fa gg gr fag ( gigi g ) gg *fig V ll

Or : grigrcg fg g II i- e.

Skr. ggfai gigrg: sgsfa g sngrfg n or

High Hindi : g uwt fa giTg fag ( gjTgT g ) gg *r' 3fTgg\ # I

Mrichchhakati.

Or : ire giw fa II
*’• e -

Skr. uu gggw gfa n or

High Hindi : gg Jifat fag g fag % ll

Or : yg trggrgtggigfagig Tugg fa u *• e-

Skr. vg vfa u or

High Hindi : gg rift vrsn % gr^T gtarg gr fag g n

Ditto, Act. VI. page, 186.

Examples of fag are

—

grgj fag g;g gjrggT ll i- e.

* Max Muller, Lectures ou the Science of Language, Lect. II., page 67. The

greater part of that lecture (pp, 60 to 80) is devoted to this sirhject of what M. M.

calls “ dialectio regeneration.”
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Skr. w ii or

High Hindi : fare % fasfa? *i i? II

Batnavali, Act II, page 57.

Or : sffar g*i fajfanr^^w^Tns^fai^ *iwimre il i. e.

Skr. ssgiTrr ^j?rg?fa*iTW 3fh... . ll or

High Hindi : «pt‘ g; % fa# ... v^imiii ^r<f\ y

«

Venisamhara, Act II. page. 35.

An example of qrg is the following—
tit? n^-vrr^li urufa^fa; ll i. e.

Skr. tit? n^nrfjmji: g# ssimi’TPu?#! ^TT^r^j^r n or

High Hindi : nnr ^wnt # fa?# wttt ^Prr % il

Mrichchhakati, Act X. page 323.

It is more than probable then, that if fa#, or was used beside

to express the dative, fa#T orTj#T was also employed beside to express

the genitive. And I think it not impossible, that a more careful and ex-

tensive examination of Prakrit and the earliest Gaurian literature, mightbring

to light instances of the use of fa#T or as affixes of the genitive.

But to proceed with the consideration of fa#T. By the usual elision of

the medial mute consonant, the form farin' would arise. This is, indeed, the

usual form in which the participle ssn appears in the earlier Hindi poets

(especially Sura Das), where it is written fa#T, with a slight accommodation

to the pronunciation to avoid the hiatus. Generally, however, in such cases the

vowel X before in is changed to the corresponding semivowel g; e. g., Sanskrit

= Prakrit rf?% = Hindi T!W ;
Sanskrit nffajrp= Prakrit =

Hindi <r#b &c., and in the Brajbliasha r^r, qrtjr, etc. Accordingly, fafiSiT

would become #r, and in the Braj Bhasha 4#. The reason why it is changed

to farin' (or faftjT) is simply euphonism, an initial double consonant being

difficult to pronounce. But when in other words (t#T, the double

consonant would be medial and hence divisible between the two enclosing

syllables, it is not avoided
;
and for the same reason the word fa#T itself, when

it is compounded with a prefix, is spelt #3T in the Naipali
;
e. g., 5J«I V3

= Hindi 5R -siTf^ fapmjTT (
= S. fapWT:). This is but the ap-

plication of a well known Sanskrit Sandhi rule, according to which, e. g., fat

+ = fv^faf j jj + ^jfar = JJ^frT, but faflft + = fat#, WPT +% =
WI^t: (cf. Siddh. Kaum. to Pan. G, 4, 77, G4, 82, page 118.) Now when far#

is used to express the genitive, it is no more an independent word, but has

sunk down to the position of an affix, and forms a compound with its

concomitant word. Hence, cpj would have a medial position and, therefore,

would not be avoided. Hence fafifT, when used as a sort of genitive affix,

would be contracted into efm (or tRT).

Lastly #r would, for reasons of euphony, be contracted into %T (or 3>T or

cfTT)
;
just as the harsher forms Trfjf or or T, &e., of the Braj
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Bhasha are contracted in the High Hindi into the more euphonious KTT,
&c.. The following scheme will make the similarity still more manifest to the
eye—

Sanskrit. Prakrit. Br. Bhasha. Hindi.

(3rfWK:), (^f-)f«qrr:= far-)f%^T= fa-)1^rT= (^r-)w= (3T-)TT

(TB?Tr:), (T-)f%<T : = = (T-)fW = = (T-)^T

(mftrTi), (*TT-)fT7r:= (FT-)fc^T= (*T-)fC%T = (w-)m= (TJT-)TT

faftlrr:), (tjf-)fjlrr: = (~T-)faT37= (wr-)TOT= (^TT-)JTT

(®?r:), (—)f%rj: = (—)f^r= (— (—)^T = (—)3tt

A still more exact parrallel, than by these examples, is afforded by the

Hindi 'sjt (feminine '«ft, plural if), the past tense of the auxiliary verb %T*TT, to

be. For the original of «tt is Bgpr:, the Sanskrit past participle of the verb

^TT, to stand. The initiator is dropped, as usual in Prakrit; likewise the

medial rf
;
thus we arrive at

;
and this may change either to f’sjifT, which

would he exactly parallel to the Braj Bhasha f^rnT, or to 'Ojr, which would

he exactly parallel to the form %r. assumed by me as the immediate original

°f (3iT). Now both and 'in occur in the Naipali, and are there the

simultaneous equivalents of the Hindi WT ;
e g.,

WT farijT I i e.

High Hindi : wra i St. Luke i, 5.

Again : T fafv W TWcttu i i. c.

High Hindi : Sj ir^f frfa « vi | St. Luke i, 6.

Again : T fwuT i i. e.

High Hindi : il 33 3V i i St. Luke i, 7.

In the case of v;t. therefore, we can still follow its descent, step by step,

from the Sanskrit f^cTh through fvj<T, fees,!, f*T3T, iff, to WT ;
while in the

case of <st unfortmvately some of the links have been lost. But that %, or

3*T, is really a direct descendant of the Sanskrit s57p, just as WT of is

even more remarkably proved by the Naipali
;
for in one ease it actually

makes use of %r (feminine 3ft, plural 3TT) as a substitute of ®<r:. The Nai-

pali, namely, possesses two forms of the past participle passive
;
one is the

ordinary form, which it shares with all other Gaurian languages
;
the other is

a very peculiar pleonastic form, which I believe only one other Gaurian lan-

guage, viz., the Marathi, possesses. The difference between those two forms

appears to be this, that the participle takes tho common form, whenever it is

used actively to denote the past tense active, and the pleonastic form when-
ever it is used passively as a participial adjective. The pleonastic form is

made by superadding the past participle sSU!, contracted to ifir, to the common
form of the past participle passive, and of the two participles, thus compound-
ed, the latter cannot be inflected, whereas the former (i. c., ipT) takes the in-

flexions, and agrees with the qualified noun in gender, number, and case,
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(i. e., masculine %r. feminine plural and oblique HIT) ;
e. g., the past parti-

ciple passive of to write, used to form the perfect tense active, is

(i. e., Sans. fiHfrifG) ;
but with the proper passive sense, it is HiT (i. e.

Sanskrit f^rfisTFr: or Hindi 1%HIT SNT or HHT), thus “the Gospel written

by Luke” is ^ r TJHHWTNTT (i e. Sanskrit SINN eRfr: TJH-

HHTNFO or Hindi ! QH«rHT r
) ;

but “ Luke wrote a Gospel”

is ^i^jr sjhhHTNIN (i. e., Sanskrit ^r%sr %f«slcr: TIHHHTHKb or Hindi
fls,

NtHT Vf f^figx uqviHHr^n:)- A few other examples are : HTTP? Nthtt

VNT HiT ITT H^HNK HT3 Y<T HHTN1 HTT TNHT *• e., High Hindi %?; VfJiy STTWH

Hf% 5V if h« Hi"? TH «sf r hnt Nr (Lit. Sanskrit HTOTfa srJT^N? HraTj HT%-

<TfH HHr HTHNTHHlHDT ^7f: nmrfHH: Urf: f^jTrs) St. Luke i, 20, 27.

Again, <3 HTfHH f*fff rrrs^Ti H HT eft fvjr. i. e., High Hindi HN vhj

HNN % NTH ntj^tT hn! JpTt vft (or Sanskrit NT HoTT S<TT St.

Luke i, 27. Again, ht ftsfil W *- e., High Hindi Vfpr fsivrn ^TT
NHT % (or Sanskrit Ndi gffi-TsfHl) St. Luke i, 14. Again, ^ NlHir HNJT Hit

%T NT irsf Hf-HHI nht i. e., High Hindi hh H(H> 'fft war NrTlHT

SNr. In this last example, the participle %f and the genitive affix qrr

are side by side.*

Whichever be thought the more probable derivation of HTT, either from

'fT'T or f'fT'p—and this can only be decided after a more thorough examina-

tion of the earliest Gaurian literature—I hope, I have succeeded in proving

so much beyond doubt, that the Sanskrit participle eid is in one form or the

other the original of the genitive post-positions.

There remains briefly to consider the post-positions in the other Gau-

rian languages. In the case of most of them my remarks are not meant to be

* A very similar, thougli not quite so parallel case is that of vjj, a past participle

of NT*TT, to he, which still occurs in the Ganwari, and is also met with now and then in

Tulsi Das. It stands for the High Hindi aTN (Sanski’it W«T - ), and the Low Hindi WHT,

or HHT- It occurs, for instance, in the following verse of Tulsi Das,

NH HTf# HT HVfH NHHWIT II i. e.

High Hindi : HHf SHT Hv TNT N NHHTH II

Sundar kand.
HT is, a curtailment of the Low Hindi VRT or HHT, which are both probably de-

rived from a Prakrit (for Sanskrit Wjfi)
. Prom Hfq^f, by the elision of

would come VltHHT, Vli)T, WHT, and from the same, by the elision of both ^ and H, would
come «?;NT= N*TT= HUT. Another parallel case, I believe, wo have in the syllable

31T (femhnno Hi, plural H), which forms the Hindi future tense
; e. g., tHAI, he will be

For it stands probably for HHT, the Hindi past participle of NTHT, to go
; and JTHT itself

is connectedjvith the Sanskrit Hrfb and Prakrit HHT or (with insertion of an eupho-
nious *0 HHT- Compare also HI in the Low Hindi phrase HT 5JTHT, to bo found,
for HINT 5JT«TT, and HIT, the Low Hindi for Hffi, what ?
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more than suggestions of their probable origin, founded partly on the fact of

the common origin of all Gaurian languages, partly on Prakrit analogies.

In the Marathi genitive post-positions ^T, a simple transforma-

tion of the guttural of <rr, yft, ^ into a palatal has taken place. For

the rest they must be derived from the Sanskrit a<T in the same manner as

'fiT, ^1, %. There is only one other instance known to me in Marathi of such

a change of gutturals and palatals : it is that of the Sanskrit fyrr l?C barba-

rian into the Maharashtri which is the subject of a special rule in

the Prakrits Prakasa (II. 33.) But the change is physiologically very easy

(cf. Max Muller, Science of Languages Lect. Ill, page, 155 vol. 2nd), and by

no means uncommonin the Aryan languages in general (cl. Bopp, Comp. Gram.

§ 14 page 25).*

The origin of the Panjabi, Sindhi and Gujarati post-positions I explain

alike, in a manner similar to that in which I have explained the Bangali

and Oriya post-positions y and yy ; viz. that they have originated from a

Prakrit form of tRH by the elision of the initial consonant 3fT and contraction

(by Sandhi) of the two adjoining vowels.

The original of the Panjabi post-positions yr, y), y is the form yiyT or

fyriy
;
probably the latter.t Take for instance the genitive of horse.

It may be assumed to have been originally i|l% fyryT. % Here the original

* I had written tlie above remarks when I received a copy of the Student’s

Manual of Marathi Grammar. In the appendix on the grammatical forms which occur

in old Marathi poetry, a few forms are given which confirm my thooiy in a remarkable

way. The old form of the masculine and the neuter ^ is there (page 138) stated

to be reap. and Now represents a Prakrit form and is the

very form which, a few pages back, I postulated as tho immediate original of tlie

Hindi 3TT (taking yi and ^ to be interchangeable letters) and about which I expressed

a hope that a more thorough examination of the oldest Gaurian literature might bring

to light traces of it. I, there, derived *RT (or thus : Sanskrit fSH:, Prakrit

= fyr% (or f%%) = either (or f^T) or *1 (or (or ^T). The

derivation of ^T( in the same grammar page 132) from the Sanskrit genitive affix

W is untenable. 1stly, because even if *8 could be the original of V, it certainly

could not bo so of tho older fromfW 2ndly. The Sanskrit * is unchangeable,

while is capable of forming case, number, and gender. 3rdly. Against the Sans-

krit derivative affix as well as against the inflexional affix HI all those objections

lie which I have pointed out with reference to the derivation of the Hindi ^1 from the

Sanskrit affix or w)v.

t The Panjabi dictionary of tho Lodiana Mission gives a form Ty^iT, a preposition

or genitive particle. If this can bo trusted, it would seem to indicate that the initial ^
of the Panjabi post-positions is a modification of the original ^ of f%yT See on this

interchange of the guttural and dental class, Bopp’s Comparative Grammar, § 401.

$ I must reserve the explanation of the inflected from UP? for another paper.

18 F
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meaning of was no more felt
;

it had become like a mere affix and

had assumed an enclitic position, forming one word with Hence, as in

compound words, the (now medial) consonant 31 was elided, and the two ad-

joining vowels 5+1 contracted (by dropping c) ;
thus we have iff'

— hlir Finally as in High Hindi the harsh diphthong% was changed to

the more agreeable vowel ;
thus iri% gT. The process here assumed is

well illustrated by the origin of the interrogative pronoun who. In

Prakrit the interrogative pronoun *fiT ( = Sanskrit qr:) has almost invariably

appended to it, the enclitic thus #7 here the consonant^ is

always elided
;
thus 'SW

;
in the Gaurian again the two adjoining vowels

^ are contracted (by dropping 'S ), thus ^vr*T-*

The Sindhi post-positions 3H, 5j), 5J, aiT may have originated from the

form f+frilT (= farijT = %^t), by exactly the same process as explained above

in the case of 37 ;
thus f^rer = =» %1% hb Finally the ini-

tial semivowel U of hi would change, according to a general rule of the

Prakrit (P. P. II, 31) and Gaurian, into the palatal consonant 5?; thus

ifT-t

The Gujar&ti post-positions (vf), sf, etc.) I am inclined to derive from

an obsolete Prakrit form of sfirl\ via. fsfiieT or fiuiT in the same way as the

Panjabi 37 from or the Sindhi an from f3SUT. That such a Prakrit

form must have once existed, is clearly proved by the Hindi. In poetry, an

old Hindi form 3Tr37 or qftvrT often occurs equivalent to made or done.

Two other old Hindi past participial forms, exactly analogous to them, also

occur in poetry, vie. Cl5?! or g+vTT given (= Sanskrit 3 t1:) and or ^friTT.

taken (= Sanskrit Now the derivation of 3^Hl is well assured

Here I will only say that I consider the termination ^ to be a modification of the

Sanskrit genitive termination ^i*SJ (of bases in XI), which in Prakrit becomes (or

SJjThf or ^1N) or if The enrtailment of 'i3fi3T or 3! into must be supposed to

have taken place contemporaneously with the modification of the Prakrit termination

or^TN or hi into the Gaurian 'I (Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi) or ^iT (Mar. Gujar.).

* A Prakrit lingual ^ generally changes into the dental *T in Hindi. In the

Alwar dialect the pronoun is still #T53*T ;
in the Ganwarf and in Hindi poetry (e. g. of

Chand Bardai) it is compare in Marathi "^7 fourth for the Prakrit It

may be noticed also that ths vowels T and ^ which are elided, are preceded by their

own corresponding diphthongs X and ^1T.

+ The Sindhi post-positions admit, however, also of a different explanation. Their

initial Straight bo merely a softening of the initial which we have in the Marathi.

As a somewhat parallel case we may compare the Nipali Hi (they are), to which corre-

sponds in the Low Hindi of Alwar If and in High Hindi (i. e. Sanskrit Hprl).

$ Of these pairs those containing the are later and occur generally in Tulsi
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According to the Prakrit Prakasa VIII, 62, the participal past passive of the
root to give is in Prakrit (for Sanskrit ^vf) and from by a regu-
lar process of phonetic modification, which I shall explain later on, the form

originated. By analogy it follows that the other two forms «fri«rr

and ^ftvrT must also be derived from original Prakrit forms fqfnj and (of

the roots a and « ). It is true that neither far«J nor f^nir are supported by
any of Vararuehi’s Sutras, nor by the Prakrit of the plays founded upon those

Sutras. But as the process of phonetic change was certainly not stop-

ped by Vararuchi’s Sutras, the phase of Prakrit exhibited in his Sutras can-

not be taken as a measure of what Prakrit may have been at a much later

period. There is not the least difficulty, therefore, in assuming that the

Prakrit of later times and perhaps among the vulgar, contained many forms

which have not found admittance in Vararuchi’s Sutras or in dramatic Pra-
krit. Among those later or more vulgar forms fqrcT and must have
heen.f Their existence is necessary to account for the existence of the

Das. The others.without V are the more original onos and occur for example in Kabir
Chand

; e. g.,

>5fT ^irsi*5
|

5T5T 5S15T S*JJT ifipfl II
*. e.

High Hindi
: mi V(T^S( TVVT |

HI TJI-irT -if f^UT II

Tulsi Das Ramayan, Ajudhya Kami.

Again : 57Tfv qTtT % *JtpTT ^TT
I

IlST fV ~Pf=TT II i. e.

High Hindi : 3T^T 3iT% IJtPTT f^T I

^^rfT ^ ^T% %T f^TUT II

Kabir, Rekhtas.

Again : JT5T 3ipr I

Wt ^ II i. e.

High Hindi : 3TT -til fa»=qT I

^rai^ q^r ii

Pr. R&j Ray., I, 1 1

.

Again : '-FIV ill ?jfif a^f 1

VIPS J2W qiVT 11 i. e.

High Hindi : 35JT HiKST fqf *JT1 «q faVT I

fllff %I V*I BsTST II

Pr. Eaj II tv., 1, 18.

* The dontal «T for original qt according to general Hindi usage.

t In P. P. vm, 13, it is stated the root IF or IF r may change

he does for (= Sanskrit q>Tlf<T). Prom tffqr a past, part,

®ay be derived and it is not improbable, that giW might ohange into by the

analogy 0f just as e. y.q^q man changes into qf^V
; of. P, P, I, 33.

into sp
1?; e. g.

passive ~qi
,Tf
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forms eftsn and sft^rr which certainly do exist. From an original Prakrit

fw then, through the intermediate modification ^t*TT, I think the Gujarati

genitive post-positions «ir, &c., may be derived.

Having thus explained the derivation of the various Gaurian post-posi-

tions of the genitive, I now proceed to state another important evidence in

support of my theory. I have shown that the word was used in two

different ways in Prakrit to express the genitive, viz., 1st, as a mere affix, in

which case it was compounded with the word which was to he put into the

genitive ease
;
2nd, as a pleonastic insertion, in which case the word which

was to he put into the genitive case, retained its organic genitive inflexion.

Now I have tried to prove that the Bangali post-positions VX and and the

Oriya post-position K are derived from the Prakrit employed in the for-

mer manner. On the other hand the Hindi post-position ^ s:t (%<fb )
are

derived from the same Prakrit employed in the second manner and the

Hindi post position qrr (qft, %) as well as the post-positions of all Gaurian

languages of the Hindi class (i. e. Naipali, Marathi, Gujarati, Sindhi, Panjabi,

hut exclusive of Bangali and Oriya) are derived from the Prakrit form

(fcffVT respectively), also employed in the second manner. This accounts why
the initial was lost iu Bangali and Oriya, while it was retained in Hindi,

Naipali and Mari. (hi. It is true was dropped (if my derivation be true)

in the Panjabi, Sindhi and Gujarati
;
but this is accounted for by the cir-

cumstance that though the wordsfV^l and f^mr remained independent words,

yet being only pleonastic, they became enclitic, and hence liable to phonetic

corruption in the initial letters by contact with the principle word, on which

they leant. However the main point to which I wished to call attention is

this, that if my theory of explanation of the genitive post-positions of the

Hindi class of the Gaurian languages is true, it may be expected that traces of

their being •& pleonastic insertion, and of the existence of an organic genitive

of the inflected word will have remained. A few such traces, I think, I can

prove to exist, and considering the extent to which phonetic decay has gone

in the modern languages of India, I think they are sufficiently distinct and

remarkable.

In Hindi poetry, such combinations as wf? srtt, ^t, rrtfl? (all

= or or sftVj (— ssr) &c., are not uncommon
;

e. g.,

stw -vjjl serif HTMT II i. e.

High Hindi: % fa* % ^iir WtWT 'u*?! aiMt n

Sura Das, Stirsagar, Ragvilasa.

Or : «irhf ?rrr? #t ii i. e.

High Hindi : « % <sif n

Ibidem, 162.
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Or : % vfTj -z\€\ §ttt ^'vr u i. e.

High Hindi : fire # s? f?re % sv ntt ii

Kabir’s Rekhtas.

Now these forms Tip? or <Ttl%! or ^T[f%, or snf?, oTf%, wt%>

&c., are nothing hut phonetic corruptions of the Sanskrit genitives ?r^J,

V<g, &c. No doubt when standing by themselves they are commonly used

to express the dative case and even any other case (ablative, instrumental,

locative)
;
but that is owing to the fact (i) that the dative case has disap-

peared altogether from the Prakrit and the Gaurian, and has been substituted

by the genitive and (ii) that in poetry all case-signs (or post-positions) are

generally omitted. But instances are not wanting where those forms are

used even by themselves in the sense of the genitive
;

e. g.,

gnf% w;t»s % l «• e.

High Hindi : fsre ^^^ ^ $ 11

Rajniti, page 3.

Or : vi qqm aH*TT t

J

II
*'• e.

High Hindi : re ^1 sired ^ I

xsx# 'sj« 4rV W I'

Tulsi Das Ramayan, Sundarkand.

2 In the High Hindi the interrogative pronoun %r*r forms its genitive

the relative sir forms fare^T, the demonstrative forms fire^r,

forms <3fl«*r. re forms rrerr. These forms fare. f®PT, fare, T*T have

never been explained. The fact, however, is that they are by themselves al-

ready full genitives so that fare^TT. fare &o., are in reality double ov pleo-

nastic genitives. In Prakrit there are two forms of the base of these pronouns,

one ending in ^f, the other in X (viz. qfr and fair, 31 and faff, 7T and far ofwhich all

T bases, with the solitary exception of fare what have been lost in Sanskrit).

The bases far, fsj, fir, are in the Prakrit, as we know it now, restricted ge-

nerally to the feminine ;
but that originally it was not so, is proved by the

fact that in the masculine the forms fafffnT, fsreT, farntr of the instrumental

case occur as alternatives besides are, nit. Now the genitive of the

masculine bases fair, faff, far is fW faPS(feminine far^T, fan^r, fap^T

;

for the Sanskrit fffrej, faf^J farei ;
feminine etc. by the common rule

of the Prakrit of assimilating dissimilar compound consonants, cf. P. P. Ill,

2.) In the modern dialects there is a general rule, that where the Sanskrit has

two dissimilar consonants adjoining and the Prakrit turns these into two
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similar consonants, the Gaurian elides one of the latter and lengthens the

preceding vowel.* The following examples will illustrate this rule :

Sanskrit. Pr&krit. Gaurian. Sanskrit. Prakrit Gaurian.
s

3iW sfiTR 3131 331 313

SfiW jsrsr 31% 3<n ^313

srst SRT3I 3131

3(13 31T% 3)fiJl 3J13

TJ^i

tfi-TisJivr tffijpr 3iTJ)3' T*
3j;wt ^UJT ^13 etc. etc. etc.

But there are exceptions to this rule. One of the most common of these

is all from Prakrit and Sanskrit The genitive fanjf,

&c., are also exceptional and become in Hindi , f%3, ffRI, &c. It follows,

therefore, that the forms fanofTT etc. are pleonastic genitives. Rendered in

Prakrit they would be fqr<^T (or #•%?), etc., with which may be

compared the genitive #T3i quoted above on page 23.

3. In most Gaurian languages the termination of the noun in inflexion,

i. e. when followed by post-positions, undergoes some change, generally into

y or ^T; e. g., Hindi iu^gr genitive 31% 3ii; Marathi genitive %T3T. These

inflexional forms, I believe, to be simply modifications of the old organic geni-

tives of the Sanskrit. I must content myself, however, here with this simple

statement, and reserve the substantiation of it to a future paper on the in-

flexional bases of nouns.

Essay III.

On the Inflexional Ease of Nouns.

In the former essay I promised a paper on the inflexional base of Gau-

rian nouns. The present essay will be devoted to this subject, the dis-

cussion of which, it seems best to insert here, as it offers an important con-

firmation of the theory set forth in the former essay, and a foundation for

the treatment of the other inflexional post-positions in the subsequent essays.

In most Gaurian languages, there are classes of nouns which exhibit a

different form when placed in connexion with post-positions (i. e. in all

oblique cases) from that which they have when they stand by themselves

(i. e. in the nominative case). The former form I shall call the oblique

form ; it is identical with what is often called the inflexional base. The

* Traces of this law aro seen already in Prakrit, e. g., Sanskrit becomes in

Prakritw or .see P. P. VI, 5 ;
or Sanskrit , Prakrit or : Sanskrit

Prakrit WYt or
; Sanskrit Tift, Prakrit Yr%t or Y!‘<1 or Ylf i see

P. P. Ill, 58.

f Also true, from Prakrit and Sanskrit YT3I; bat in Naipali regularly

3T3.
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form of the noun in the nominative case I shall distinguish as the direct

form.

In the present essay these forms of the noun in the plural will be

altogether set aside, as in some Gaurian languages they are of a nature,

altogether different from that of theseforms of the noun in the singular. For

the present I must assume this
;
the proof will he given afterwards in another

essay. But it will greatly simplify the enquiry to confine our attention for

the present to the singular.

In the Hindi only one class of nouns possesses an oblique form in

the singular
;

viz., all masculine nouns the direct form of which ends in

such an "ajr, as is a modification of the Prakrit nominative sing, masculine

termination %. The obliqueform differs from the direct form in chang-

ing the termination to X ;
e. g., nominative ur®T horse, genitive

«fT[
; u«TT large, 3\T &c. The above definition implies that all those

nouns have passed info the Hindi from the Prakrit and, therefore, excludes all

such nouns ending in as have been transferred to the Hindi direct from

the Sanskrit or Arabic ;
e.g., TT5TT king, firm father, mrm God,WT priest,

God, &c. All other nouns, whether masculine or feminine, have no oblique

form differing from the directform ; e. g., nominative, fum father, genitive

fum «TTT ; sr^r water, genitive
; m^rf gardener, genitive m

devotee, gen. daughter, genitive uft 3fr ; m«T (fern.) word, gen.

mw ^TT, &c.

The Panjabi agrees with the Hindi in every particular
; e.g., nominative

boy, gen. ;
but ^rirnr soul, gen. ^nwr ^1 ; man, gen. ;

herdsman, gen. father, gen. ^ ; mni crow, gen.

m ;
calamity, gen. *H?TT ;

*rri mother, gen. TTP3 m ; ft daughter, gen.

tfj m- To the masc. nouns in must be counted also those termmating in

agj
;
e . y.,Wta)f shopkeeper, gen. mm ^T. (See Panjabi Grammar of the

American Mission in Lodiana).

The Sindlii follows the Hindi and Panjabi with this qualification, that

it retains the Prakrit termination 'iff, and that, therefore, to the Hindi

and Panjabi class of nouns in m correspond in Sindlii the nouns ending in

%. The obliqueform changes the tenninations m of the direct form into

V , as Hindi and Panjabi
;
e. g., nominative i(T^r horse, gen. oTT ; but

man, gen. ; 5Tn?T woman, gen. STT^T 51t; word, gen. Jl.r? mT

;

Uufl mare, gem urfl mr ; m^f t bread, gen. TTl^fl sir &c. (See W . H. Wathen’s

Sindlii Grammar).

The Naipali and Gujarati again agree with the Sindhi, with this excep-

tion that they change the termination Vjf of the directform into of the

oblique form instead of if. Similarly the Gujarati neuter nouns in ^

change their final in the obliqueform into mj ;
e. g.,
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Naipali
;
nominative word, gen. fiVT gsT

;

but VT5TT king

^rsfnvr son

trfs course

lord

^3TT *»TT

*IWIPT SfiT

vte 357

w
(Examples from St. Luke’s Gospel.)

gen. -SJVT »TT

but

tt
neut. 7?T*r gold

tt irsrt 37

tt
masc. ^3 God

tt ^3 5fT

tt „ TT5JT king
tt 'rrsTT ifT

tt „ shoe maker
tt 37

tt „ sweetmeat
tt ^5

tt
fern. «iT^rr girl

ft 3T«?TT

tt „ book
ft 3ml W7

tt „ mother-in-law
ft

tt „ yellow myr.
ft 37

>t „ churnings taff ft 73 37

tt „ Ur iguana
tt vt 3r

?> neut. gjar^r thicket
ft sraiTar 37

tt „ qr«Tt water
tt 373d art

(See Grammar of Shapurji Edalji.)

It is manifest that all these Gaurian languages allow an obliqueform
only to such nouns as have passed directly or immediately from the Prakrit

into the Gaurian, which form part, as it were, of the original stock of voca-

bles with which the Gaurian started on its way of development, when it

first began to become a distinct language beside Prakrit. These nouns

(viz. those which admit of an oblique form) I shall always in future dis-

tinguish briefly as the Pralcritic elements of the Gaurian.

Besides these Pralcritic elements of the Gaurian, there is another class

of nouns in the above-mentioned languages (viz. Hindi, Panjabi, Sindh i,

Gujarati, Naipali, which I shall in future call for brevity’s sake the Hindi-

class Gaurian), the naturo of which is unmistakable to any one acquainted

with the phonetic peculiarities of Prakrit and Sanskrit. They are purely

Sanskrit. As the Prakrit tolerates no compound consonant in the begin-

ning, nor a dissimilar compound consonant in the middle of a word
; further

as it generally either changes a medial surd mute consonant to the corre-

sponding sonant one, or elides it altogether
;
and as it generally changes

an aspirate mute consonant to the simple aspirate it follows, that, 1, every
Gaurian word containing a compound consonant in the beginning or a dis-

similar compound consonant in the middle must be Sanslcritic (barring of
course all foreign words)

; 2. Most Gaurian words containing a medial
surd mute or aspirate are Sanslcritic, e. //., wrath is in Hindi both JfiTt) and
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5 but the latter is Prakritie, whereas the former is purely Sanskritic
;

again or 3TT>q work are Sanskritic, but ^TTW or 3fT3f are Prakritie
; again

written is Sanskritic, but f%*gT or is Prakritie, &c. &c*
All such nouns I shall call the Sanskritic elements of the Gaurian. It

needs no proof to show that this Sanskritic element is the most modern
part of the Gaupan

;
modern, that is, not absolutely, but relatively to the

other elements
;

for the presence of some of the Sanskritic element dates

from some centuries. But a very slight examination of the Hindi liter-

ature will show that this Sanskritic element is least present in its oldest

specimens, and that it increases in proportion as the date of the literature

approaches our own times. In the High Hindi it preponderates very large-

ly, and, as I have already remarked in the introductory essay, its intro-

duction is still progressing.

Now what happens when we see a Sanskrit word naturalised, as it

were, in the Gaurian (High Hindi) ? It is simply taken in the form

of the Sanskrit nominative sing. In this form it remains stereotyped in the

Gaurian and serves as the Gaupan Inflexional base for all cases, the nomin-

ative, as well as the oblique ones
; e. g., wise is in Hindi fsHTW, gen.

3TT. This inflexional base is nothing but the nominative sing, of the

Sanskrit word (or rather base) Again soul is in Hindi 'sjriJTr (with

gen. ^T(Str 3>r) which is merely the Sanskrit nominative sing, of the base

The same word occurs in Hindi also in the Prakritie form '3?PT (for Prakr.

in the sense of an honorific term of address. It follows from this as

the distinctive principle of the (Hindi-class) Gaurian,f that they have 1,

lost the power of forming organic inflexions of a noun (as the Sanskrit and

Prakrit do.) 2. That they leave their inflexional bases unchanged and

indicate their inflexion by post-positions, and 3, that they use as their bases

the nouns in the nominative singular belonging to a former and now
fossil state of the language {viz., to Sanskrit or, as we shall presently see, to

Prakrit)
;
having thus become unconscious of the already inflected nature

of its nouns.

It has been now shown that the Prakritie element of the (Hindi-class)

Gaurian contains all those norms which admit of an oblique form
,
and

* These are only a few of the more broad and general criteria. There are others

also; e. g., in the High Hindi (not in the low Hindi of Alwar) every lingual nr of the
Prakrit (which, as is well known, not only retains all Sanskrit lingual tn but changes
even every single, dental «T of the Sanskrit into the lingual p )

is changed into a dental

•f oven in those cases whore the Prakrit represented the original Sanskrit nr Hence
every Hindi word containing a lingual nr must be Sanskritic

; e. g., to do is

Prakritie, but to do and Bfrprp cau3° are Sanskritic; ear is Prakritie, but
ear Sanskritic, &c.

t I. e.
t
of the Gauj*ian after its fall development as a distinct and separate lan-

guage
; leaving out of account, therefore, the Prakritie element, which represents a

state of the Gaurian, when it was not yet distinct from Prakrit.

19 a
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that all Sanskritic elements (of the Gaurian) belong to that class of nouns

which admit of no ohlique form, a class which is much more extensive than

the other. But Sanslcritic elements do not account for the whole of the nouns

belonging to that class. There are many nouns in this class which 1., ex-

hibit all the phonetic peculiarities (enumerated above) of the Prakrit
;
which

2., have the form of the nominative sing, of the Prakrit
;
and which 3., pre-

serve this form unchanged in all cases (i. e., do not admit of an oblique

form), indicating their inflexion by post-positions
;

e. g., elephant is in Hindi

it is identical with the Prakrit nominative singular (= Sanskrit

nominative singular of the base vrmvf ), and is in Hindi the (inflexion-

al) base of which the nominative is the gen. TIrit 357, &c. From

this we conclude, 1., that all these nouns have been transferred to the

Gaurian not from the Sanskrit, but from the Prakrit
;
but 2., that they were

so transferred not before the distinctive principles of the Gaurian had fully

established themselves, i. e., after the Gaurian had finally and entirely-

replaced the Prakrit as a separate and distinct language. These nouns,

therefore, have an altogether different nature from those nouns which con-

stitute the Prdkritic elements of the Gaurian. The latter are the earliest

elements of the Gaurian which were transferred to it from the Prakrit at that

early time when the principles of the Gaurian were not yet formed, but

only in process of formation
;
when as yet the Gaurian was only a much

decayed dialect of the Prakrit. Hence the Prakritic elements have a mixed

character, half Prakrit, half Gaurian
;
Prakrit they are in showing traces of

organic inflexion, vie., in the oblique form (as differing from the directform

of the nominative) ;
Gaurian, in preserving their oblique form unchanged in

all oblique cases alike, indicating the difference of the various oblique cases

by post-positions. On the other hand the other Prakrit nouns entered the

Gaurian when its principles were fully formed
;
and, therefore, becoming sub-

ject to the force ofthose principles, they were fully assimilated by the Gaurian.

I shall therefore in future denominate all such nouns as the proper Gaurian

elements of the Gaurian, to distinguish them from the Prakritic elements

on the one hand, and from the Sanskritic elements on the other hand.*

Thus we have seen that the whole of the Gaurian nouns are divided

into three classes. z. The Prdkritic element containing all nouns, which

admit an obliqueform. 2. The proper Gaurian element containing one part

* By tlie term te Gaurian element” only, I shall designate both the proper

Ga/urian and the Sanskritic elements together. For all Gaupian nouns may be divided

thus :

—

1. Prdkritic nouns, i. e.
f
admitting an oblique form.

2. Gaurian nouns, i. e ., not admitting an oblique form,

a. Gaurian proper.

b. Sanslcritic.
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of the nouns which do not admit an oblique form. 3. The Sanskritic

element containing the remaining part of the nouns which do not admit an

oblique form. And from what has been explained above, it follows further

that these three elements or classes represent three, in the main, successive

stages in the development or periods in the history of the Gaurian lan-

guages. The PrdJcritic element exhibits the Gaurian in its earliest stage

(probably before 800 A. D.) Next comes the proper Gaurian element

which shows the Gaurian in its middle stage (extending probably from

about 800 to 1300 A. D.) Lastly comes the Sanskritic element showing

the Gaurian in its modern form (beginning probably with about 1300

A. D.)

I may remark here en passant, that the nouns (now post-positions) %T

(Naipali), (Hindi) ;
(Panjabi), 5TT (Sindhi), «rr (Gujarati), since they

exhibit the phonetic peculiarities of the Prakrit (for they stand for the

Prakrit [fai^T or 3iT37 or rather for] or and the. Sanskrit

[sRri: or) as explained in Essay II), and since they admit of an

oblique form (i. e., ^TI, if, 'ft), belong to the Prakritic element of the

Gaurian and hence to the earliest period of its history
;
to that tune of its

history, in fact, when it was yet merely a modification of Prakrit. The

Gaurian was not established as a separate and distinct language until after

these nouns had assumed fully the nature of mere inflexional post-positions.

This fact it is important to bear in mind, when we come afterwards to the ex-

planation of the nature of the oblique form of nouns
;
and also because, as

it will be observed, it tends to confirm the theory of the origin of the geni-

tive post-positions, given in Essay II.

Another point I may also dispose of here, before I pass on to the

examination of the oblique form in the remaining Gaurian languages,

(Marathi, Bangdli, Uriya). It has been stated that it is a principle of the

Hindi-class Gaurian languages that they assume as their inflexional bases

the nouns of their parent languages (Prakrit and Sanskrit) in the form of

the nominative singular and preserve this form throughout in all cases.

Here two phonetic laws come into play which have the curious effect of

making the terminations of many Sanskritie and proper Gaurian nouns,

which would otherwise have been widely different, identical
;
so that looking

simply at the termination, it would be impossible in some cases to judge,

to which class of elements such nouns belong. These two phonetic laws

are
; first, the well known law, that final short vowels in Gaurian are

quiescent or not pronounced, so that a word, though ending in reality in a

short vowel, virtually terminates in a consonant and is treated accordingly.

In most Gaurian grammars such nouns and those ending really in conso-

nants are considered alike as constituting the consonatal declension and are

subject to identical rules of inflexion. Eor clearness of distinction jn these
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essays, all Gaupan words really ending in consonants will have the Viba'ma

(furru) appended to them while those which end only virtually in conso-

nants (but really in short vowels) will be written without it
;

e. g., q\T*T ear

is pronounced kan not kiina, and treated exactly like wise (pro-

nounced budhiman, not budhimana). This explains also how it happened

that some words which really end in ^ or 'a come to be written as if ending

in vj. The truth is, that they are not really written with a final % but

their final X or not being pronounced, was also not written.* The tran-

scription of the word assimilated itself to the pronunciation
;
e.g., 'YTJT fire

seems at first sight by the analogy of ^TT*T, &c., to bo really aga though

pronounced only ag ;
hut this is only in appearance, in truth stands for

^Tf*I (Prakrit Sanskrit vjfjp), but as final Y was not pronounced, it

was also suppressed in writing. So again the modern High Hindi hav-

ing done stands for the older Low Hindi qifY (Prakrit q\fY3(, Sanskrit

STSfr), which lias dropped its final ?, hi accommodation to the pronunciation.

In poetry, indeed, ^Rl, qrv and other nouns of the same nature are commonly

treated as if termmating in 'Sj (i. e., aga, kara, not as ag, lcar,) but this is

merely because according to the native grammatical system, the vowel “?(

is supposed to he inherent in every consonant.

The second law is this, that a final diphthong or long vowel of the Pra-

krit is reduced by the Gaurian to its inherent simple vowel. The inherent

simple vowel of is of Y and x it is X, of ill and ^ it is In Prakrit

all masculine bases in ^ terminate in the nominative singular in % or q (cf.

Pr. Prak. V. 1, XI, 10) ;
all masculine and feminine bases in X and ^

terminate in the nominative singular in Y and ^ (cf. Pr. Prak. V, 18) ;

all masculine and feminine bases in q|T, Y and ^ terminate in the

nominative singular in ^Ti, Y and <3? respectively. I have shown above that

the Gaurian adopts its nouns from the Prakrit in the form of the nomina-

tive singular of the Prakrit. Now in adopting them in this manner, the

Gaurian reduces their (Prakrit) terminations ^JT, % X, regularly to

their inherent simple vowels "W, X and 'S.f E. //., Sanskrit ^Tfli = Prakrit

* Traces of this phenomenon occur already in Prakrit
; comp. Pr. Prak. 2JI,

10., according to which sutra instead of uij qftjrj (for Skr. qq q-qq:) may be said

and written <rftj qf^fg » s well as vq qf%qr.

t Traces of this law arc not unfrequent already in Prakrit. For the reduction

of % to ,3 comp, Pr. Prak. XX, ii. (e. g., VIY^ for smiling), Y, 19—20,

(e. S'.,niqnrS for nrqtT'qi garlands). For the reduction of u to ^ comp. Pr. Prak. Y,

22. (e. 3-,qiYY for by a river), XI, 10, ii. (e

.

S-, qf^rfrj for qf%q) a man),VI, 6. (e.g.,

^iY ^or °f whom). The reduction of a final ^gp x, "3! occurs only, when they

are the final of the first part of a compound ;
see Pr. Prak. IY. i. (e. g., f°r

the bank of the Jumna; VIT.) fYI f°r VYVI^i the river-stream

;
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3tTT becomes in Gaurian srirr* This is the Proper Gaurian form beside

which the Gaurian possesses the word also in the Sanshritic form utvit. The
earliest Gaurian form of ^Irf is ^t(, which is as nearly as possible like the

Prakrit utit. It occurs e. g., in Chand’s Prithiraja Rayasa (III. 64) ;

z(ti fnf? «r irr, i. «rr?r »nPf ^ ii Again

Sanskrit = Prakrit becomes in Gaurian *^35. a form which

occurs very commonly in Hindi poetry
;

similarly poetical Hindi has

gain for Prakrit ~r%T = Sanskrit ;
or order, command for Prakrit

== Sanskrit ^T^w: ;
e. //., in Tulsi Das’s Ramayan.

sitP? 1

^ vl ^
*3T cRToT rlV RTiW-T II i. e.

H. H. fare R>r nvrhRvr id 1

*rr csi*i 11

Ayodhya Kand.

Beside these a great many other such nouns in ^ are met with in

poetical Hindi
;
in fact, I have no doubt, every noun, that now in Hindi

prose ends in ^.f What is, thus, a form confined in Hindi to the old and

poetic language, appears in Sindhi to he preserved in the common modem
language. Dr, Trumpp says :

“ The old Prakrit ending in o has in Sindhi

been split up into two great classes, one of which has corrupted the Prakrit

(final) o into u, the other has preserved it unchanged.” He adds :
“ It

is noteworthy that many words which in Sindhi end in o, in Hindi end in

a, while on the other hand the short final u in Sindhi has in Hindi been

thrown away or become quiescent.” (Of. Journ. Germ. As. Society, vol.

XVI, p. 131). Also in the common modern Naipali an important instance of

that form has been preserved. The nominative plural is there formed by

adding to the noun. Now is nothing else but a modification of the

Prakrit %Tt, Sanskrit ifc: multitude. Though this form has disappeared from

for T having a woman’s faoe), but comp. Pr. Prak. VI, 6 (e. g , for

of what). Note that in Prakrit all these forms are optional, but not in Gaurian. X

may add a few examples from the Mrichchhakatika :

—

3VI isuwv ^rf twl 1 e.

Slcr. vpnfg fffir w 11

Again |
- Sanskrit fsiv: e (Tiff II

* A few other instances are in Hindi 7312
,

bed, for Prakrit
7§f~r ;

Sanskrit 7gipT ;

flute, for Prakrit ^tuif, Sanskrit sjpsjf
;
ttflol, shame, for Prakrit Sanskrit

; 5f|U, tongue, for Prakrit
(
or SftWT ),

Sanskrit shade, for

Prakrit
-t?T (see Pr. Prak. II, 18.), Sanskrit at mi-

t These archaic forms are very common in poetry, only it should be noted that as

they generally occur at the end of a line, they are usually lengthened to for metre’s
sake.
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Ganwari and in poetical and old Hindi, the original forms still commonly

occur, e. g.,

sr? WlfJT I

?rq -UTK ^nfjt II i. e.

H. H. 5r?t srm htji qr i

rr^t % ^tjt ii

Lanka Kand.

Or srsiffr ^TfJI Wlf^Nrl II i- e.

H. H. STtsral ^TJI II

Prithiraj Rayasa, 1. 18.

Again faff WrT HTft II i. e.

H. H. u*ft ^i’n Pfrni % wet ii

Ayodhya Kand.

Again ^THT jpv’nsrqe" WKW II
*'• e.

^Tq >4UT;i5T8^ tTH #T »TT*t II

Ayodhya Kand.

Again fqrrf% wilST ^nft II i. e.

H. H. fqrTT €r ^<OTT ^oa|T ^HiW] ^Tlft II

Lanka Kand.

But also ftf?j nq spfiqr ^'qrr || i. e.

H. H. fq<ri qrr h?i vh qit tlqnr % n

Ayodliya Kand.

In Marathi, where ^TJT and similar words are mutilated in the same

Way (see below), the original r appears again in the oblique eases
;

e. g.,

the gen. is ^TJll ’qT. just as nom. qfe. gen. qrit "qT.

An interesting question here arises : why is it that the Prakrit termin-

ation has not always become ^ in Gaurian, hut has remained unchanged

(or become WT as in Hindi, Panjabi and Marathi) in many instances ? e. g.,

while the Braj BhasM forms the Pres. Partic. %T3 being (= Prakrit %m)
the High Hindi has qr<TT, or while the Prakrit becomes in old Hindi

the Prakrit UT^yT, horse, becomes in modern Hindi ii^q (also in

Panjabi, Marathi, or f?T%T in Sindhi, Gujarati). If my previous remarks be

remembered and also that %7
J,

U*i3, etc., admit of no oblique form
,
while

%T<TT, iu%T, etc., do admit of one (viz. 3i%, etc.), it will be seen that the

forms %Trj. qws, etc., belong to the proper Gaurian element, while qirTT, qlfT,

etc., belong to the Priihritic element. This, however, is not yet an answer

to the question. The question still remains why did some Prakrit words

ending in qjy not submit to the Gaurian principles, but retained their

In modem Hindi the form (Rao) is limited to being a certain title of

nobility less than Raja, exactly as it is also the case with the form (mentioned

above in the text)
,
a perfectly parallel formation to
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Prakritic complexion ? The answer to this question, I believe, to he this :

In Prakrit any nominal ^ase in vj may have two forms as regards the

termination: 1., a general form which it has also in Sanskrit; and 2., a

particular form, peculiarly Priikrit, made by the addition of the affix

efr (gee Pr. Prak. IV. 25) ;
e. g., bee is (general form) or

particular form) ;
done is faff (general) or (part.)

;
true is

(gen.) or (part.), etc. The consonant qt is generally elided
;

hence

The nominative sing, of these cases would be respec-

tively : MHTTorWT^T (for
;
f%%orf%^% (for fqnr^r) ; W%T or

(for wi, etc. Now Prakrit nouns may of course pass into the

Gaurian in both or either of these forms. But according as they did so

in their general or in,their particular form, their fate was different. If they

passed into the Gaurian in their particular, peculiarly Prakrit form, they

retained their Prd/critic complexion, and these nouns constitute the Prd-

lcritic element of the Hindi-class Gaurian. On the other hand, if they

passed into the Gaurian in the general form, they readily submitted to the

action of the pure Gaurian phonetic and grammatical principles (that is,

the law to change to and the law of not admitting an obliqtCe form),

and thus these nouns constitute the proper Gaurian element of the Hindi-

class Gaurian. This may bo illustrated again by the present participle
;

“ being” in Prakrit is ^rwir or in both forms it passed into the

Gaurian
;

hut the form was contracted to (for %rwir ) and

remained unchanged or modified to ^IrTf (in High Hindi)
;
while the form

was changed to (for %rwi). It is easy enough to understand that

the Gaurian termination % (or ^IT) being a contraction of the Prakrit

termination *fi)T could not he reduced to % while the simple termination

% could be so reduced. The same fact, viz. that the Gaurian % is a

contraction of the Prakrit may perhaps explain its curious Braj

Bhasha form tiT ;
for the diphthong ( = ^ + + ^) is more strictly an

equivalent of (i . e., or ^ + *3) than the simple ^T. Farther

proofs of this theory I must defer for the present. I shall have occasion

again to refer to it in the course of this essay.*

» Another theory has been proposed lately by Mr. Beames (Indian Antiquary,

Part V., 1872) which explains the phenomenon by the different accent of the words ;

oxytones retaining the Prakrit termination (
or ^l) >

and barytones reducing

it to -g- (or ^j) This theory is quite insufficient for the purpose. Mr. Beames him-

self admits that “ it cannot bo said that every oxytono substantive in Sanskrit

gives rise to a noun in 1 or o in modern languages. On the contrary the exemp-

tions to the rule are as numerous as the illustrations of it." This admission, surely,

is fatal to the theory. But though in the case of tioo different oxytone words

it may be possible to show cause, why in the one instance the accent had its legiti-

mate influence, hut not in the other, this is manifestly inadmissible, when it is one
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But to return to our enquiry, we have now seen that if a Prakrit
noun having the general form of its base, passed into the Gaurian, it sub-

mitted to the laws of the Gaurian. Hence e. g., the nominative singular

of the Prakrit HH'if would become the inflexional base in the Gaurian
not admitting an obliqueform, but remaining unchanged in all cases

; thus

nominative genitive instrumental etc. But the form

of the Gaurian inflexional base is, then, modified to which now
is the unchangeable inflexional base of all cases ;

lastly, is modified

to h#? which still remains the unchangeable inflexional base in modern

Hindi. But this process of phonetic corruption has obtained in all modern
Gaurian languages almost without exception,and has reduced all unchangeable

inflexional bases, which originally ended in WT, to the form of the crude

(general

)

base in Only in Marathi a few isolated instances of the

original unchangeable inflexional base in remains; e. g., ^7% gain (=
nominative singular Prakrit wr%T = Sanskrit has nominative tjTT^T,

gen. *n%r ^T, dat. wTlxpsiT, etc. In the present poetical and old Hindi it oc-

curs only as ^its, and from the modem High Hindi it has disappeared alto-

gether and has been substituted by the Sanskritio ^rrw. Some other in-

stances in Marathi of the base in are WTTT surprise, *r%T sensation of

burning, 3T[%T moaning, Hl^T bees’ nest.

Confining our attention to the modern Hindi and the example we
find that the modem Hindi possesses also another form of this same word

;

viz., which is also tho unchangeable inflexional base of all cases in

the singular ;
thus : nominative #?, gen. ^rr, instr. if, etc.

The difference between them is this, that Jjir? has come into the Hindi

from the Prakrit, and belongs to the Proper Gaurian element, whereas

and the same word which now exhibits tho Prakrit termination sg j (or ^jj), now the

Gaurian reduced termination ^ (or ^j), Now, in Hindi at all events with which
I am more particularly acquainted, every so-called tadbhava adjective may be used

with both forms of the termination i
(though no doubt one is more common than the

other)
5 e. g., true is as well as (fern, ^t) ;

great is as well as q-gq

(fem.
;
y°u may say^ jj-gyr % as well as JRiV ^ he is a very

vulgar man
;
yon may also say ^ ST<T but not NxT ^Tff ^ ; again

it is more idiomatic to say ^ 't
t}ian Nx? ^Trf If it be said

that it depends upon circumstances whethor the accent of the some word should
influence the termination or not, then clearly it is not the accent but that ulterior

cause which determines the form of the termination. I think there can bo no doubt
that the roal cause of the difference in the termination is the absence or presence of

the pleonastic affix This accounts most easily and naturally for all tho facts of tho
case. This is no more a mere hypothesis ;

though for tho present I must content
myself with stating tho fact ; the proofs, which I hope to bring forward in another
place, amount nearly to demonstration.
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lias come into it from the Sanskrit directly and belongs to its Sanshri-

tie element, or, as I have explained in the introductory essay, is the

high Hindi substitute for the low Hindi wvry, which is considered to be

vulgar. But what it is important to observe is this, that and

are identical as regards their termination. This is a curious result of the

action of phonetic laws, by which the Proper Gaurian elements, after a

run of centuries through constantly changing forms, return to their original

Sam&ritic form. In the case of and the appearance of the whole

word is so alike, that perhaps it may have sometimes escaped observation

that there is at all a double form of the word of so widely different origin.

But the identity may even go further than this, so that in the case of not

a few words it may be now impossible to determine, whether they are

contributions of the Prakrit or the Sanskrit. The cause of the identity of

termination on the part of the Sanskritic elements of the Gaurian is the

inability of the latter to tolerate a visarga,* and its want of a neuter

gender. All Sanskrit nouns when incorporated into the Gaurian, pass

into it in the form of the nominative singular according to the Gaurian

principle. Thus father is fq<TT, brother is '‘ST'fn, mother is WrTT ;
they are

the nominatives singular of the Sanskrit bases fqs, HiS. wa. The proper

Gaurian forms of these words are HH3 or Hr®, wg which are still

in use in the Panjabi, Marathi and poetical Hindi. Now the nominative

singular masculine of Sanskrit bases in % 7, and ^3 ends in a visarga.

Hence the Gaurian which is unable to tolerate a final visarga, elides it, and

therefore practically adopts Sanskrit masculine norms in raj. x. <3 in their

crude base. Sanskrit neuter bases in ?; and ^3 have no inflexional termination

in the nominative singular, and their adoption by the Gaurian makes,

therefore, no difference in their case
;
but Sanskrit neuter nouns in v; end

in the nominative singular in fl . The Gaurian languages which do not

possess a neuter gender,f when adopting such Sanskrit neuter nouns, simply

* E. g. Sanskrit becomes in Hindi Sanskrit becomes in

Hindi ^•fiqryyt. Sometimes instead of the usual suppression of the visarga, it is

turned into ^ but only in Low Hindi.

+ This is Btrictly true only as regards Sanskritic nenter nouns. But as regards

Prdkritic neuter nouns most Gaurian languages possess them (another evidence by the
way that these Prdkritic nouns are the oldest element of the Gaurian)

; e. g., the Marathi,

the Gujarati, the old and poetical Hindi (in Chand Bardai) aud present low Hindi
Braj and Alwari dialects. The modern High Hindi, on the other hand, has lost tho
neuter gender throughout. Thus the Sanskrit neuter, part. fut. pass, qfyrij fjvj,

which has passed through the intermediate stage of the Prakrit into the Gaurian

languages is in Marathi Braj sjfrvt, Alwari qsTSf (all neuter)
;

while in

the High Hindi it is which latter, by dropping the anuswara of tho Braj,

has beoomo a masculine noun.
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out off the final *i and thus turn them into masculine nouns ;e.g., u3 forest

becomes «P3 ,
just as rrw: becomes KTP.

We will now pass on to the Marathi. The Marathi differs from the

Hindi class Gaurian languages in having preserved a much larger proportion

of the Prahritic element. It predominates in it very largely over the proper

Gaurian element
;
so that of all the Gaurian languages the Marathi is the

most purely Prakritic tongue.

In Marathi by far the greater majority of nouns admits of an oblique

form and therefore, according to the canon previously laid down, belongs

to the Prdkritio element of the language. To the proper Gaurian element,

not admitting an obliqueform, only the following nouns belong.*

(1) . All proper nouns and nouns of respect ending in (lnasc. and

fern.), e. g.. TTUT Hama, gen. 77flT =gT, etc.
;
but TtTrfT mother

father-in-law, gen. fTrtrt'T ''IT. ^
(2) . All nouns in it, u, %, ;

as habit, gen. ^nmi; ftr^ tripod,

gen. fww '37
;
btu%I woman, gen. *37; UT mark on a die, gen. UP3T.

(3) . All masculine nouns in 'S (exc. trrw, ^ rtpP

•IT3F, gur-g-, n, vit'S, wrn?. fw wffT; UPS,); e //.,
red chalk,

^ (N G\ C\ x ^
gen. jiu UT ; but traveller, gen. 313UTT UP

(4) . All feminine nouns in ^ and 'S (exc. iflt and other monosyllabic

nouns in y, and the following in us, viz. 3TTU>, UP3 . Tfra,

h~T, 3P5T, sim, 3P|, TO ^0 ;
e. g., JTTUt carriage, gen. Jipft UT

;

chalk ig^^T; but mother-in-law, gen. UTU§ rtT or U13i Ui ;
woman

f^UT.
_ _

(5) . The following neuter nouns in rt ; viz. . ’UTUU, 'SSlrt,

Us(T~f, mz, * t
a?' ari^, Ti3rt^. Ulsi, e. g.,

Ula', 'gen. 'W'UG but*TT? pony, gen. «TET UT, and 7TTU ship, gen. <TTOT UT.

^
,\f ] those nouns that constitute the proper Gaurian element of Marathi,

are subject to those Gaurian laws which have been already explained

;

namely, they have been taken over from the Prakrit in the form of the

nom. sing, of that language ;
and having entered the Gaurian (Marathi)

in that form, they retain it unchanged as their inflexional base of the direct

as well as the oblique cases
;
e. g., tTw! elephant, in Prakrit nom. sing, —

Sanskrit uuff (nom. sing, of T>f»?r»r )
has nom. gen. Tpdf'37 instr. vpft u

dat. <gr, etc. Again <3T"iT gain, in Prakrit wtrirT, in Sanskrit 317U :

(nom. sing, of 13[Hi lias nom. <3T%T, gen. UTT +

* See the Student’s Manual of Marathi Grammar, pp. 28, 29, and the Grammar

of Marathi by Dadoba Pandurang Esq., pp 72, 73.

t All such nouns in ^7 are in reality anomalous ; as according to the ordinary pho-

netic laws of the Gaurian, the final Prakrit% should be reduced to U7 (i. e. first to vgr,

then to
*|J ) 4

Accordingly we find that the nouns in % are only a very few isolated

cases.
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But (as in the Hindi class Gaurian languages) that form of the noun

(i, e. the nora. sing, of the Prakrit) undergoes in its passage from the

Prakrit to the Gaufian various phonetic modifications in its termination.

The following are typical examples TTTiT. nom. sing. Prakrit of rre (=
Sanskrit ^tr?: ),

changes in the Gaurian its final diphthong to the more

agreeable long vowel ^T, thus ri"*n which, then, remains the unchangeable

inflexional base of all cases. Compare in Hindi uilfr for Prakrit iirfr or

qpg'ijp etc. Again the Marathi frR stands for the Prakrit nom. sing,

(for Sanskrit 5 the medial g is elided, leaving frpit which form

occurs in Marathi as an alternative of ;
finally changes to fan

which being now a modification altogether peculiar to the Gaurian (Marathi)

remains an unchangeable inflexional base. The word fanT; illustrates also

another case. It is a feminine noun, which in the sense of tripod does not

occur in Sanskrit, but in Bangdll it is The affix Ti is the peculiar

Gaurian formative of the feminine, and feminine nouns thus formed are

therefore subject to the Gaurian law (of not admitting an oblique form) ;

e. g., rrfat, carriage, gen. Jifat dat. Jifat ^TT ; fan^, gen. faq?; ^T, dat.

^tt, etc. As the feminine termination x, so also the fern, and masc.

termination is a peculiar Gaurian modification and hence unchangeable

in inflexion ;
as in chalk for Prakrit (or »afanrr) = Sanskrit

jsifEc(fT (or perhaps rather for a Prakrit wnTT
; ?

Jfa chalk for Sanskrit hfanfr ;

irs? bamboo for Sanskrit nffinrr and Prakrit nfal, and so foi’th.

So far then (as regards the proper Gaurian element) we have seen, the

Marathi is at one with the Hindi-class Gaurian languages. But they differ in

the treatment of their Sanskritic element. In the Hindi-class Gaurian lan-

guages we have seen the rule is, to treat the Sanskritic element according to

the law of the proper Gaurian of keeping the inflexional base unchanged

in all cases. On the contrary in Marathi the rule is, to distribute all Sans-

kritic and foreign words among the various declensions according to their

final vowels. And thus it happens that while some of them are treated

according to the proper Gaurian law of not admitting an oblique form

;

others come under the law of the Prakritic elements and admit an oblique

form
;
e. g., all Marathi nouns in niT (masc. and fern.) are Prakritic ; except

nouns expressing titles or names, which are Gaurian proper. Their analogy

is exactly followed by Sanskritic and, wo may add, foreign words. For

while such Sanskritic nouns as aiJTT, ^TTnfT, THT, etc. (all names), and ?WT,

*e!T^T (Arabic titles), by the analogy of 3’T'^T, 3TT3fT, etc., remain unchang-

ed, thus gen. JtJTf ^r, etc., gwT ^7, etc.
;
on the other hand, all other Sanskritic

nouns, as fq*TT, >3T<TT, 'HT7TT, nfMT, etc. (all masculine), by the analogy

of the Prakritic words ^pi^TT, etc., form an oblique form
,
thus gen.

fTrSfT ^T, nnnUT ^T, just like ^T, ;
or the Sanskritic nouns

WTWT, fanjT, WrTT. etc. (all feminine), by the analogy of the Prakritic
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nouns unit, Wwrr, etc., form an obliqueform, gen. wru ^T, etc., just as

gTfl m, *?i#| 'erT. (In the Hindi-class Gaurian , it must be remembered,

all these nouns are unchangeable
;
thus Hindi gen. fb<TT 3>r, ^m?r 'fiT, vitit

^>T, fu^Pfrr, etc.). Again the Sanskritic nouns *n#f, HTHt, etc. (nom.

sing, of etc.) form the gen. sing. KTWr^T, ^TUJT m, gTUJT

^T, by the analogy of the Prdkrittc words etc., which form

gen. wn^jj rfT TlTrHr m Here, however, an option is possible, for the

proper Gaurian noun vfTf), gen. mdT m, also affords an analogy. According-

ly we find that some Sanskritic words have chosen to follow the analogy of

and such like Gaurian words and, according to the Gaurian law, do not

admit an obliqueform. Such are the Samkritic nouns ^rt, «RT), ^t, ^wiT,

etc., and the foreign nouns mspi), qfT^t, etc. Here a great deal

of arbitrariness seems to prevail as to the analogy which should be

followed. As regards the nouns in X and ^ (whether masc., fern, or neuter),

they appear to be all Sanslcritic; at least if Dadoba’s grammar represents

the case fairly
;
for none of the instances given by him (pp. 7G, 78, 79, 86,

87, 89, 94, 95,) need bo a word derived from the Prakrit
;
they are such as

^f%, ^ftr, (masc.), wf%, ajfs, VW, mg (fem.)
;
Uifr,

(neuter). It should be remembered that according to the Gaurian law

explained formerly, the final visarga of the Sanskrit nom. sing, is dropped

in the Gaurian
;
hence the nouns just mentioned are modifications of the

Sanskrit nom. sing. «tfP'*:,'3if%:,'3lf5rb etc., etc. Now all these Sanslcritic nouns

are treated by the law of the Prukritic elements and admit an oblique form

in long x or It is not very difficult to see the analogy which they follow.

There are in Marathi a good number of feminine nouns in "W which belong

to the Prakritic element and form an obliqueform in long X. The reason of

this is simply this, that they are really feminine nouns in short X, which X,

however, according to the Gaurian law explained before, becomes quiescent

and, being also suppressed in writing, is thus apparently changed to *

In an older state of Marathi, no doubt, the original final ? was both written

and spoken (similarly as it has been proved already in the case of Hindi) ;

e. g., fire in Marathi is ^rrfl (which is tho proper Gaurian form of the word,

beside which the Sanskritic form is also used)
;
in reality it is

standing for the Prakrit which (by the Gaurian law of shortening

* This law applies strictly only to words derived from Prakrit. In words derived

from Sanskrit the final x (or ^) is often pronounced and, as a rule, always written.

This explains the fact, why all Marathi nouns in ^ (or \3) appear to be Sanslcritic.

Exceptionally, however, the final x may dropped in Sanskritic words
; e. g., 3f rf 3fTrT,

^<T occurs besides 3|ffr, StlffT, (of* Dadobas Grammar, p. 94), and the truth

of the theory stated in the text is confirmed by these nouns, which all form tlioir

oblique form in long as gen. Jifft m, Ml-
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final long vowels) becomes in Gaurian Marathi and finally ^TJI.

Other such feminine nouns are ftift (for Sanskrit ftrfyjs, Prakrit fVnft) ; it®

(perhaps Skr. (for Skr. ^f®i, Pr. Wt); (for Skr.tp^ft, Pr.

%Pf)
;
-u-Nf (for Skr. waift, Pr. q^ft) ;

(perhaps for Skr. tj'llf) 1

; iw (for

Skr. Pr. irrl, cf. Pr. Prak. I, G). They form their gen. ^TtPl ^7, fhrft

^T, it®) ^T, ^r, ^T, etc., etc. And following the analogy of these

nouns the Smskritic nouns in S' form their obliqueform also in y; ;
thus gen.

^T. ^T, Wt ^T. With the Sanslcritic nouns in ^ it is a similar

case, there is a small number of nouns (masc. and fern.) in long '3; which

belong to the Prd /critic element and form their oblique form in long 'S.

Their obliqueform is not identical with their direct form, however it may

seem from the form
;
on the contrary the termination 'at of the oblique form

is analogous to the termination y; of the obliqueform of nouns in y ;
while

the termination 'Si of the direct form is the Prakrit substitute for the

Sanskrit final tg:
. All such Marathi nouns in 'S; namely, are derived from

bases in '3\ which in Sanskrit form their norm sing, in '3- which in Prakrit

changes to 'at, and is retained anomalously in the Gaurian (instead of being

reduced to r® and then made quiescent). Examples of such nouns are 71y

mount Meru, etc. The gen. of fly: (or regularly fly) is fl^yT, just as ^TJI

(or ^nfii) forms gen. yjTflt yi. Now following the analogy of these nouns in

'at (or as it ought to bo according to the strict Gaurian law y) the Sans/critic

nouns in y make their obliqueform in long 'S ; thus has gen.
;

r^Trj has gen. yffjyr, etc.—Beside that class of feminine nouns in y which

form their obliqueform in y, there is another class of feminine nouns in W
which form their obliqueform in y ;

e. g., 3ff)fl tongue, gen. sftflyT. The final

y of this class is the Sanskrit and Prakrit final yi shortened to y according

to the Gaurian law
;
thus 5t)*T stands for the Sanskrit fsjyr, Prakrit sflyr or

gjjflT (cf. Pr. Prak. I. 17.) Now in consequence of the native grammatical

fiction, that the vowel y is inherent in all consonants all foreign feminine

nouns which really end in a consonant, are supposed to end in y ;
and hence

it comes to pass that they are treated according to the analogy of the

Prdkritic feminine nouns in y. But as the latter admit a two-fold oblique

form either in y or in y, the foreign feminine nouns also form their

oblique form, some in y, others in V. There seems some rule to obtain

whether they should form the oblique form in y or in y. But I find a

great difference among Marathi grammarians as to that rule; e. g., according

to the Manual all foreign fern, nouns in <T, y, »f make their oblique form
in x. but all abstract nouns formed by the Arabic formative 7T, as rnytH,

<ry)fl, <TKt*3, <TTyflfl, etc., form their oblique form in y. On the

other hand in Dadob&’s Grammar some of the abstract nouns with initial

<T are said to form their oblique form in y, as crytfl ;
others as mylfli

rn'Tly) even in yt, as if they were mascul. nouns (according to the ana-
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logy of tho Prakritic masc. nouns in % which will be explained present-

ly). Again while the Manual declines, e. //., stotK chain, beloved

in the gen. rsisftv: ^T, w€li ;
Dadoba makes the gen. tariff ^y,

^r, etc.—There remains still to consider the case of the &'anskritic

nouns in =!j (masc. and neuter). Their final is the resultant of the drop-

ping, according to the Gaurian law, of the visarga and anuswara of the nom.

sing, of the nouns in Sanskrit ;
e. //., the Marathi (Sansfcritic) nouns

are modifications of the Sanskrit nom. sing. 3«f. All (non-

Sanskritic) Marathi nouns in belong to the Prakritic element, making

an oblique form in ^ST, and their analogy is followed by the Sanslcritic

nouns in ^ and also by such foreign nouns as really end in a consonant,

but, according to the native grammatical fiction, are supposed to end in

;
e. g., as the Prakritic sin? heat (for Skr. ’EfTflh Prakrit sPiiT) ;

milk

(for Skr. -^rar, Pr. -^ir )
have in the gen. UnKl^f. ^sfT^T; so the Satiskri-

tic God, etc., have and the foreign nouns fitjy fault, etc., have

gen.

Here the same interesting question arises which I have had occasion

to touch upon when treating of the proper Gaurian nouns in in the

Iiindi-class Gaurian languages. The problem there was to explain the

reason, why, while all Prakrit nouns (having a base in ^f) end in the

nom. sing, in %, in the Hindi-class Gaurian languages some of them

modify % to and retain their Prakritic character in admitting an

oblique form (in V or ^3t), and others modify *5T to ^ and assume the

proper Gaurian nature of not admitting an oblique form. A very similar

phenomenon is exhibited by the Marathi. Here we have 1., Prakritic

nouns in % as ^ milk, nrw heat, vra wing, vflsr sleep, bell,

lip, etc. Their final vf has no doubt arisen by the same process as the

final w of such words in Hindi (as explained above)
;

viz., the original

Prakrit termination T changed to '3, and this uJ afterwards become

quiescent and thus, being omitted in writing, was substituted by

These nouns form their oblique form in vjt. thus gen. =JTHT ^T,

•ftwr ^T, etc. 2., Prakritic nouns in *5;T as iffST horse, ’gpirsTT good (in

fact all adjectives in ^JT) which form their oblique form in ^T, thus gen.

SPfir ^t, ’qr, etc. The final in this class of nouns has arisen, as in

the Hindi-class Gaurian, by substituting the more agreeable long vowel

for the harsher Prakrit diphthong In old Marathi and in the pronouns

ilT, 5jT, etc., the original Prakrit diphthong % is still preserved (see Manual

p. 47, rule 84, note).* The difference between these two classes is to be

* According to tho Manual, p. 29, nouns in TttpyT and qui] do not change

in the oblique cases. But this is wrong according to Dadoba’s gr ammar, where p.

74, rule 207, the nouns in quiT are declined exactly as all other nouns in viz., making

an obliqueform in thus an,I P- 266, where from the examples of
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explained by the same principle by which the similar difference in the Hindi-

class Gaurian was explained ;
viz., that it is caused by a difference in their

resp. derivative bases. The nouns in ^ with an oblique form in ^t, namely,

are derived from the general base of the word in W, but the nouns in ^jT

with the oblique form in from the particular (Prakrit) base formed by

the affix eff (or more accurately as will be shown hereafter,
;

e. g., VPFf

is derived from the general base (Sanskrit vil), but hr^rr from the

particular Prakrit base i)Tr?3F (== as = «fFT^r) or Sanskrit

The full discussion and proof of this important principle I must defer till I

come to the explanation of the nature of the obliqueform of the inflexional

base of nouns with which it is closely connected. Here I will only note

that a parallel phenomenon is exhibited by the neuter nouns, some of which

terminate in ^5, others in *3? or V or ^ . Of these the former correspond to

the maseul. nouns in ^ ;
as the final fT of the latter is a modification of

the Prakrit % and Sanskrit ^f:, so the final "VJ of the former (the neuter) is

a modification of the Prakrit (neuter) termination ^ and Sanskrit
;

again both the masc. and the neuter nouns in ^ make equally their oblique

form in "=5r. On the other hand the neuter nouns in if, gj, correspond to the

maseul. nouns in and form like the latter their obliqueform in *jt or ^t,

and are also, like the latter, derived from the particular base in srr or rather

T*fi (perhaps 'a^F ) ;
e. g., flnff pearl.= Prakrit wfwFT (

= for Sanskrit

Tlifi p ) 5 TTO branch of a river = Prakrit (or xfp|a|f, see Pr. Prak.

Ill, 36. = Sanskrit ; W tear = Prakrit vksdi (cf. Pr. Prak. IV.

15. for Sanskrit p ^f), etc., etc.

We now proceed to the investigation of the inflexional base in Bangali

and Uriya. These differ from the other Gaurian languages in not possessing

an obliqueform at all. Nevertheless it is probable, that these languages are

not altogether destitute of a Priikritic element. In Bangali there are two

post-positions for forming the gen. case
;

viz. Vt and Of these vv must

be the original one, for we can imagine vv; having been, in the cours'e of

nouns in ijr^f it appears, that they likewise are declined like ordinary nouns in

5E|f. As regards nouns in HTf^T Dadoba’a statement is confirmed by the Manual itself;

or on p. 63, rule 112. it is said that all part. adj. in as those ending in fj-y
)

'ffT^FT, are declined like ordinary ndjoctives in i. e., making an oblique form in qp.
If nevertheless the first statement of the Manual should be correct, the anomaly
is to be explained thus

; the oblique form of these nouns is not identical witli the
direct form (that is to say these nouns do not belong to the proper Qaurian element)
but with the oblique form in ^p of nouns in m . Their case is a similar one to that

of some nouns in q, which has been already explained. Their anomaly consists in

this, that their direct form which originally ended in ^ p was not modified to sg as

demanded by Gaurian law, but only to
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time, phonetically curtailed' into T, but not X having been expanded to v:r.

Hence the use of X will indicate a later inflexional formation
; and accord-

ingly we find that all those real Bangal! (». e., not Sanskritic) nouns, to

which the gen. sign. K is added beloug to the proper Oaurian element. The

principles distinguishing the Gaurian element, as explained already are, that

the Gaurian adopts the nouns of its parent language (Prakrit or Sanskrit)

in that form which they have there in the nom. ease
;
and the nouns thus-

adopted in their old nom. case, become anew the base; to which the inflexional

signs of the Gaurian declension are added. This base I call the inflexional

hase in opposition to the crude base which is the base to which the inflexional

signs (or affixes) pf the Sanskrit or Prakrit are added, and which is that

which the noun exhibits before any inflexional sign at all is added
;

e. g.,

horse is the crude base to which in Sanskrit or Prakrit, the inflexional signs

(or affixes) arc added. The affix of the nom. sing, in Sanskrit is the visarga

O', e., ^), in Prakrit % ; hence tho nom. sing, of in Sanskrit is

; in Prakrit (or ifi-fifi). In this form ilT^T the noun is

adopted by the Gaurian
;
and this form or (by tho modification

already explained) UT^l becomes in the Gaurian, the base to which the

inflexional signs (or post-positions) are added. Hence in .Bangui! the nom.

sing, of the inflexional base ilPsT is irrfT (the nom. not being distinguished

by any sign, i. e., being identical with the Prakrit nominative)
;
the gen.

sing, to -(- ^ or hr?TT, etc. Similarly elephant (being the Prakrit

nom. sing. TWt, Sanskrit of the crude base )
has in the nom.

sing. gen. sing. ^Tvjt -+ T or Again «TT lac has in the gen.

sing. 3tt -f- ^ or srK.

The case of those Bangui! nouns which add the sign ift in the gen.

sing, is probably a different one. It has been shown already in the llnd

essay that is a curtailment of and that was added not only

in the pleonastic way to tho genitive of the noun, hut also often com-

pounded with the noun itself to signify the gen. case oi the latter, and

since only in composition (excepting the isolated case oi the enclitic

particle qvrr ) an initial single consonant is dropped, it is the most

natural way to account for the origin of if’C to suppose that all the

nouns to which it is added, are in the form of the crude base with which

(i. e., with the initial elided) is compounded. Now all nouns

(or rather their crude bases) with which is compounded, end in “3?

;

and coming into Sandhi with the diphthong ^ ol was dropped; e.g.,

tiger is (Prakrit crude base for the Sanskrit crude hase ), and

its gen. in Prakrit might be expressed by UT'd%r^T ; tliis in Bangui! would

change to or '315 - UK or ^TTO, just as, e. g., =
vffllT shoemaker. It will be noticed that this way of adding or com-

pounding w-r with the crude base of tho noun is not according to the

21 i
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principles of Gaurian, which adds the case-sign only to an inflexional

base (or rather inflected base, viz., the Prakrit nom. sing.)
;
hut strictly

according to the principles of Prakrit. Hence those nouns in Bangali

which add yy constitute the Prdkritic element of Bangali in opposition

to its Gaurian element which adds simply y. We may assume, that

at the time of the formation of the Gaurian principles of declension,

yy, (i. e., the modified form of yry) had become finally established as

the gen.-sign., and its real nature was forgotten. The Gaurian then

added yy as an enclitic part of speech to its inflexional base to signify

the genitive
;

e. g., (irrfT or) ir?T (iuflex. base) -f yy (enclitic gen. particle) ;

and in contact with the inflexional base which always ended in a vowel, the

enclitic yy lost its initial y, according to a regular tendency of such enclitic

words
;

e. g., the Sanskrit now is in Prakrit regularly only
,

again yvry in Pr. is vjyr, in the Gaurian only vf for yr (as in Hindi ari^r

for 5fTT = y?s y»rx ). Hence iiPfr + yy becomes hi^fr + y or argiy.

There still remains a class of Bangali nouns which require an expla-

nation, as they seem to contravene the ordinary rule of the gen. forma-

tion
;
viz. the Bangali adjectives in as small, 'yy large, good,

etc. They add not yy as might be expected, but y ;
e. g., WT«y, not wrSy.

If we compare these Bangali adjectives with those nouns, that add yy,

two facts become at once apparent which distinguish them one from the other,

and which stand in the relation of cause and effect to each other. Those

t vo facts are
; 1, those nouns which add yy (having dropped their final y?

in Sandhi with yy) end in a consonant and are pronounced accordingly
;

thus yiy tiger is read vagh and not vagha (or vagho). On the other

hand those adjectives which add y, have retained and are pronounced with

a final yj, thus WT® small is road chhota (or chhotd), but not clihot.

The other fact which is the cause and explanation of the first one is this,

(2), that those Bangali nouns which add yy occur in an identical form

in the Hindi-class Gaurian and in Marathi; while those which add y
correspond to nouns in y|f or yjT in the Hindi-class Gaurian and in Mara-

thi
;

e. g., yin tiger is yra in Hindi, Naipili, Panjabi, Siudhi, Gujarati and

Marathi
;
but iie small is WT^T or ilig ; W good is wyn or wyu, yy great

is or <h%t, etc. in those languages. Now, as has been already shown, all

such nouns ending in yjr or % and admitting an obligue form (in y[T or y
in the Hindi-class Gaurian and yT in Marathi) belong to the Prdkritic

element of the Gaurian and are formed from the 'particular Prakrit base in

yr. Hence it follows that those Bangali nouns whose final yf is pronounced,
are formed from the particular Prakrit base in yf ; while those whose final

^ is not pronounced are formed from the general base
;
and the final yj of

the former is pronounced for the very reason because it is the remnant of

the original ending yjyr. Take for instance the Bangdli adjective noun
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small, in Hindi it is and stands, therefore for an original Prakrit wreXT
or WPMt. The equivalent for the latter in Hang.il i would be i~rzx (or xrxx
i- e. the crude base) and the gen. of it XT^X t ft or WTXX + XX or (elid-

ing the final X in Sandhi with VX) XIXXT or XT«vy; and now the initial

T of the enclitic yy after the final X inherent in WTX is elided just as U 1XT -f-

X instead of XXT + V, hence we have XTXX chhotar (or cliliotor). There

is one exceptional gen form in Bang&li, which proves and illustrates well the

process by which xtxx and such genitives wTere formed. I refer to the gen.

of the pronominal adjectives VX or XX or XX so many, XX as many, XX how

many, which have a double form (see Beng. grammar of Samaehum Sircar

P- 85), either V4V, XWX, XXX, *JHX, XdV 1
or VXXX, ’XXXX, XXXV, XXXX,

XH^r. From the way Samachurn spells the latter forms {viz., appending a

virama to y?(, XX. etc
,
and thus making them terminate with a consonant),

it would appear that he considers the whole of XX to be the sign of the

gen., and the base to be only vx, XX. XX, XX, XX. If this be correct the

form %y confirms my theory that the gen. - sign XX or X is but a curtailment

of an original XX (the remnant of the Prakrit xrX). But I am inclined to

think that the pronunciation of fXXX XHXX, etc. as et-kcr, at-ker, etc., instead

of etaker, ataker, etc., is only a vulgar corruption, and that the words XXXX

XXXX, etc. ought really to be divided into VXX 4- XX. XXX + IX, XXX +
Xr, jjrTEfr 4 yy, XToX + XX, so that the base is really XXX, Xnx, etc., and

the gen. sign XX My reason is this : the corresponding forms in Hindi are

?XXT or TXT so many.fsfXXT or fxXT as many, fxXWT orfxXT how many, with

the obliqueforms resp. TXX or TX, fxxx or fxx, fxxx or fxx. These words,

having a,.directform in XT and an oblique form, in x, belong, according to

the ordinary principles of Hindi, to the Pr&kritic element and are derived

form the particular Prakrit base in X. They presuppose, therefore, a Prakrit

original yxx or yfxx, fxxx or fsrfxx, fxxx or fxfxx. As a matter of

fact, these forms or, at least, forms almost identical (see Pr. Pralc. IV,

25.) occur in Prakrit
;

viz., either xfxx, xfxx, xfxx, xfxx, (for xfxx,

Xfxx, xfRX, Xfxx), or VXX XTX. X^X (in which T stands for

X and x for X, see Pr. Prakrit II, 4, xf%iT for Sanskrit Wifxx: ; hence ==

Vtjx, XXX, XXX, XXX). Here, on the one hand, the Prakrit X lias been

reduced in Hindi to X (thus xfxx or xfxx for xfxx or xfflX) ;_on the

other hand, in Bangali, it has been reduced to X (thus XXX for XXX or

XXX), and besides the double consonant X is reduced to one X.* Thus we

* Theso Bangali forms yj,yr, XXX, XXX, throw light on the origin of another

Gaurian form
; via., that of the Hindi participle present in x' or 47 (as =^^rx or

XXXT going). The Sanskrit affixes yjx
,
XX. XX become in Prakrit regularly

XX, XX, XX ;
of. Pr. Prak. IV, 25. VII. 10 ;

thus Skr. ^HXX rich is Pr. XHXX,
Skr. tfg ff reading is Pr. xr^vfl. Similarly Skr. fqr«(X, XXX, XTXX ollght t0 be iu
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have instead of the Prakrit yfd’SJ irffm, irri^i, qrfro, in Bangali Vrr^r,

*T«=r^f . Tjrp*. Now in Hindi yrTT, farm, fsiTiT belong to the Prakritic

element; hence naturally their corresponding forms in Bangali yci^r*

iTfPW. will belong to the Prakritio element of the Bangali. But

the Prakritic element of Bangali is distinguished by compounding the

gen. sign, vt; (*. c., ^ry) with the crude base (as explained above). Hence

yrT^r, qrrT'ff being the crude base, their gen. is formed + yy>

etc. = ) v.rT%T, Nrphy, didiy. Next the syllable Eff or is reduced to

^ (or in other words the consonant dr of y<T^y, etc., is elided, thus mak-

ing Tdty, yjrfyy, dTHTT) and now a final ^ and initial y meeting, the

latter (being the initial of the enclitic yy) is elided ;
thus we have y<ry,

^?ry 'fi’rfy ;
exactly as irpiy, wyy, etc. are formed.

Lastly as regards the Sanslcritic and foreign elements in Bangali,

they are treated on the same principle as in Marathi
;
that is, according to

their final letter, they are treated either by the laws of the Gaurion or by

Prakrit fqrsjsfl, yyfWl, NHtWI ;
"in reality they are ^pff

(
- qf), yvi (

- 30 STtT

(
_e(r) . that is, the double consonant wi has changed to This is an extremely

rare change in Prakrit ; but its probability, as shown hero, is beyond doubt. Lastly

%rt3T, etc, changes in Bangali to ERa^t, etc. ;
that is, the double is reduced to the

simple iff. Now this explains the origin of the Hindi pres. part, j e. g., The

corresponding part, in Sanskrit is this becomes in Prakrit this may

change to and finally to N. B. the Hindi form ^fcTT, ollique form

presupposes a particular Prakrit base next next ^rfr^i).

Usually a compound consonant of which one of the constituents is a nasal, can snffer

no phonetic modification j
hence the combination sj) as a rule', remains unchanged.

There are, however, a few very isolated cases of a change of wi to in the pres,

part. ; e. g.,

HTWifRTf^rST pfwyfrsn 11 «

Sanskrit yUJbTyy II

Mrichchhakati, 1st act.

The Prakrit commonly uses the Parasmaipada terminations for those of tho

fenanepada
;
hence represents a Sanskrit UTgwfj. Now as the termination

through tho modified form Tj-fl is the original of the termination of the

Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi pros, part., so through tho modified form it is the original

of the termination of the Naipali, Panjabi and Sindhi pres. part. The Hindi forms

TrTHT, fsTTTWT, farfpdT ;
correspond to the Sindhi UTpy ^fjy, ^r|y. The affixes

«f t ^ aro probably modem additions and correspond to the affix in the Gujarati

forms ERZ%r how many, etc.

* Compare with these their equivalents in Marathi fdddiT, fsiridiT,

which exhibit a closer agreement even than the Hindi.
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those of the PrdJcritio elements. Whenever, namely, the final of the noun is

^ or a consonant (which has an ^ inherent), it takes VX ; in every other

cases it takes ’C ; e. a., flvrnj man has sen. Tf*fnjX ;
afviwvr wise has gen.

1 J ^ ^ i vi
”* ~

;
hut xxtTT God has gen. ^«?<TTX ;

xffm earth has gen.
;

•TK) woman ha§ gen. XTXlx ;
tfjq beast has gen. rnjX> etc.

In conclusion it may he well to recapitulate briefly the main results

of the foregoing enquiry :

1. Th Gaurian languages consist of three parts
;

a., the Pralcritic ;

b., the Gaurian; c., the Sanslcritic. Of these, speaking generally, the

Pralcritic is the oldest, then comes the Gaurian Proper, then the Sanslcritic.

2. The PrdJcritio element consists of all those nouns which have

come into the Gaurian from the Prakrit, and which have preserved traces

of the old organic inflexion of the Prakrit declension
;

vis., the Prakrit

nominative and genitive. The former (i. e., the nom.) constitutes the

inflexional base of the nominative or the 'direct form of the inflexional

base in the Gaurian declension. The latter (i. e., the gen.) constitutes

the inflexional base of the remaining cases (which among themselves are

distinguished by post-positions) or the oblique form. The distinguishing

feature of the nouns of this class (vis., of the Pralcritic element) is their

possession of an oblique form, different from the direct form.

Note.—Bangali and Uriya are exceptional in so far as the oblique

form of their Prdlcritic nouns is not the organic genitive, but probably

the crude base of the Prakrit declension, and the apparent identity of the

.
oblique form and the direct form of such nouns is the accidental result of

phonetic modification of the direct form. I admit, however, another view

is possible which would allow to the Bangali and Uriya no Pralcritic element

at all but onlyjproper Gaurian.

3. The proper Gaurian element consists of all those nouns which

have been contributed also by the Prakrit, but which have not preserved

any traces of the organic declension of the Prakrit. They have been trans-

ferred from the Prakrit into the Gaurian in the form of the Prakrit nom.

sing., and this form constitutes their unchangeable inflexional base for all

eases of the Gaurian declension, (which distinguishes the various cases

among themselves by the various post-positions). The distinguishing feature

of the nouns of this class therefore is their non-possession of an oblique

form different from the direct form.

4. The Sanslcritic element consists of all those nouns which have

come into the Gaurian language direct from the Sanskrit (not through

the medium of Prakrit) and which like the proper Gaurian element admit

of no oblique form ; their unchangeable inflexional base being the form of

the nom. sing, of the noun in Sanskrit.
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5. The relation, accordingly, of these three different elements, one to

another, is this
;
the Prdkritic and the proper Gaurian parts agree in both

receiving their nouns from the Prakrit, but differ in the former (Prdkritic)

admitting an oblique form, while the latter does not. The proper Gaurian

and the Sanskritic parts agree in both not possessing an oblique form

;

but

they differ in the former deriving its nouns from the Prakrit, while the

latter receives them directly from the Sanskrit. The Prdkritic and Sans-

kritic parts differ in every respect.

G. The great characteristic of the Gaurian languages in their full

development, i. e., after having finally separated themselves from the Prakrit

as distinct languages by themselves, is that they do not admit an oblique

form, but use the nom. sing, of their parent languages (Sanskrit and Prakrit)

as their inflexional base for the formation of all cases, in other words that

they do not form an organic declension. Hence the proper Gaurian and

the Sanskritic nouns only are really Gaurian. The Prdkritic nouns are

transitional forms partaking of the character of both the Prakrit and the

Gaurian.

7. Hence it follows that those Gaurian languages are most really

Gaurian which contain the largest proportion of Gaurian elements (i e.,

Gaurian Proper and Sanskritic) and least of the Prdkritic element. In

this respect the Gaurian languages differ chnsiderably among themselves.

They may be divided into three classes : the first class contains only the

Marathi ;
it possesses least of the Gaurian element, and therefore is the

most Prdkritic of all the Gaurian languages, and represents most accurately

the transitional stage between Prakrit and Gaurian. The second class *

coirtains all the remaining Gaurian languages, except Bangali and Uriya
;

viz., Hindi, Naipall, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, (i. e., the Hindi-class Gaurian

languages), they are almost entirely pure Gaurian. The third class contains

Bangali and Uriya. They also are almost entirely Gaurian
;
if not perhaps

altogether. The difference between the second and third class consists not

so much in the relative amount of the Prdkritic element which they contain,

as in the nature of the Prakritic element as explained in No. 2, note.

8. All Gaurian nouns which have been received from the Prakrit, are

derived either from the general base of the word (common to both Sanskrit

and Prakrit) or from a particular base in (peculiar to Prakrit). The

final sound of the directform of the inflexional base of nouns of the latter

kind is not liable to phonetic corruption (except the change of % to

or ^T), while that of the former kind is.

9. The final sound of the directform of the Gaurian inflexional base

(with the exceptions mentioned in No. 8) is subject to considerable phonetic

corruptions. As regards those inflexional bases which are Prakrit nom. sing.,

two stages of phonetic corruption may be distinguished
;

a., a Prakrit final
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diphthong or long vowel is reduced to its constituent short vowel, i. e.,

to v or to ?; ; ^iT or <3! to ^ ; b., a final Gaurian short vowel is made
quiescent, so that all such inflexional bases appear in pronunciation and,

generally, also in writing to end in a consonant or (since ^ is considered

inherent in a consonant) in As regards those inflexional bases which are

Sanskrit nom. sing., two stages also may be recognized
;

a., a Sanskrit final

visarga (or
) and anuswara (or is elided

;
and h., if a final short vowel

be the resultant of such elision, that vowel may or may not bo made quies-

cent, but, as a rule, is always written.

The next essay (No. IV) will set forth the proof of the positions

stated in No. 2 and No. 8, i. e., that the obliqueform of the inflexional

base is identical with the Prakrit genitive
;
and that the phenomenon of

the direct form of some inflexional bases retaining the original Prakrit

termination ii, is owing to the fact, that they are derived from particular

Prakrit bases, formed by means of the affix 3f.

Appendix; to Essay III.

On a closer examination of Naipali I have been convinced, that the

view of Naipali taken in the preceding Essay must be somewhat modified,

and that Naipali is much more Prdkritic than I thought at first
;
though

I still think that its Prahritic element is not sufficiently strong to take it

altogether out of the second class, i. e., of the Hindi-class Gaurian lan-

guages. But it is next to Gujarati the most Prakritic of that class and

therefore the nearest in that respect to Marathi. In this general respect

as well as in many particular instances which I shall have occasion at differ-

ent times to notice in these essays, Naipali shows a remarkable affinity to

Marathi.

My observations are based altogether on a translation of the Gospel

of St. Luke into Naipali, the only Naipali work that I have been able

to procure.* The translation, I believe, was made by Missionaries
;
and

therefore, having been made by foreigners to whom Naipali is yet a

new language, it must be used with caution. It is full of inaccuracies

of spelling, and even of grammatical mistakes here and there
; e. g.,

in ch. x. 24. vejt fbfTrii: 3TT the use of ^ (= Hindi fl) is surely in-

* I have been informed by the Rev. W. Macfarlane of Darjeeling, that the only

printed Naipali Grammar is one published in 1820 in Calcutta by Lt. Ayfcon, of which

only ono copy exists in the library of the Asiatic Society, I have boon unable to

obtain a loan of it.
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correct
;
for ^rf WT is tbe present tense like Hindi ^3^ ^T. # Again very

often consonants are spelled as compound which are in reality separated by

a quiescent 37, as an5* instead ol (in Hindi 5n«r«TT ;
also sometimes

wrongly spelled sttwit). There is also a very inscientific principle followed in

attaching the virdma to words really ending in consonants, as well as to words

apparently terminating in a consonant, hut in reality in some quiescent

vowel. But as regards the phenomena which I am now about to mention,

there is every reason to believe (from general Gaurian analogy) that-the lan-

guage of the translation is correct.

As the first observation it may bo mentioned that the SansJcritio

element of the Naipali is, in proportion to its proper Gaurian and PrdJcritie

elements considerably less than in High Hindi. In this respect Naipali

is on a level with the more cultivated low Hindi dialects.

In the next place the PrdJcritie element of Naipdli includes besides

that class of nouns which is the common PrdJcritie element of all Hindi-

class Gaurian languages, two more classes of nouns. It has been observed

that all masculine nouns terminating in 3*T or 3jT and derived through the

Prd/crit are hi all Hindi-class Gaurian languages PrdJcritie. Thus Naipali

has

direct form ^TT, thine, oblique form 77TT

Hindi V „ "it

Panjabi » *ro

Sindhi
7J „

Gujarati 9f tTTT „

In regard to Gujarati, the neuter nouns in ^3 had to be added to that

class. They necessarily belong to it, as they are nothing else, but the neuter

nouns corresponding to those masculine nouns in "%t. Similarly in regard

to Low Hindi, the neuter nouns in vj (Braj Bliaska) and (Sura Dasas

Sura Sagara) had to be added. In Naipali a like addition has to be made.

It possesses probably neuter nouns in 3)t which form an obliqueform in 37T.

I have met with such a neuter, however, in a very few instances only
;
and

perhaps they are doubtful ;f
though to judge from the fact that Naipali

* There is also apparently great confusion as to the feminine gender. The femi-

nine is made to terminate promiscuously in (like i'lVt. girl), or in •?; (like

given ; though she teas is far not fgpr), or >u 3(T (like *75fT, dust, for Hindi or

o- •

^

wf%), or in (liko fate). Now such variations are not probable in themselves,

and the terminations x, %, are contrary to all Gaurian analogy. Or are they, per-

haps, all misprints for x ?

t E. g., St. Luko x. 18, fr<n3r ^tTT S7JI mz *3HrfT Tho

neuter 'gTjg, is here used, because is construed with and is, therefore,

accusative and not nominative to tho verb. It is what tho Marathi grammarians call

tho Bliavi Prayoga, whoro the verb agrees neither with tho subject nor the object (seo

Manual §. 115
,
3.); as 77), >( ||
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stands in its general character on a level with the Low Hindi dialects, the

existence of a neuter gender is but to he expected.

To this class of Prdkritic nouns (viz. masculine in % and neuter

in which Naipali has in common with the other Hindi-class Gau-

fian languages, two further classes of Prdkritic nouns aro to be added.

Namely, 1., a small class of nouns in ^3 which form their oblique form

in "5ST, like the nouns in % ; e. g., oion in Naipali is 'WPfTW with an

oblique form ^pfTWT •, see St. Luke xxiv. 32, WT W»T

*tt% *r tin f=ir = Hindi 33T #riii "it’ ^w«tt ^qwr ww fnrfiT w wt ;
but St.

Luke xviii. 14. ifT ’WrqiiWT 'ST JlilT= Hindi W? WW®] 'WW %I JTtTT.

All infinitives belong to this class. They have a direct form in ^3 but an

oblique form in ’Wr ;
e. g., saying (or to say) is but order to say is

w*t»it fwfwTt or ««nrr qrr «nfjr ;
see St. Luke v. 23.wkt wot wptf win vfw www

% wfsf www fvr «efrN = Hindi qm twi

'zz. liiT qwr but St. Luke v. 24

«TTWr WWWT fwfwrt = Hindi f%w f^T gw %TJI STTWh or again St. Luke

xix. 4. <3 qrr ~utji ant wt ^sr?T = Hindi #!%«} w ^«tt.

2. A class oi' nouns with an oblique form in WI- The directform would end,

probably, in <Jt, but it never occurs. These nouns are never met with

otherwise than in their oblique form ; e. g., ajiwwir#? is knowing (men) =
Hindi 5TIWW4T# ;

again qrr wufJl "3qrf<'w is in Hindi 3f3qr3~Fwqr%

T%0 €t^tt 3TTUJIF St. Luke ii. 10 ;
again fAw Mfw ^ Z

= Hindi ^ <33W *fiT ^ or X3WJIT, St. Luke ix. 22 ;
again

%r SlWTPsWJT fgW 1JTT W?T = Hindi STWirEIW 357 3^T St.

Luke i. 5, 7. From these examples the following conclusions may be drawn :

«., these forms aro genitives ; b., they are genitives of verbal nouns (or as

commonly called Infinitives). These two things appear clearly from the

corresponding expressions in Hindi, c., according to general Naipali ana-

logy, the final indicates that they are oblique forms. It may here at

once be noted that this proves the identity of the oblique form with the

organic genitive of the Prakrit, which these forms must be, if they are

genitives at all. The ordinary infinitives end in ^3
;
and it is possible that

the directform corresponding to these oblique forms in WT also would end (if

instances of it did exist) in ^3 . In that case the infinitives in would have

two oblique forms in and in WT. Their difference would be this, that

the obliqueform in is used, when the regular and proper genitive with

the post-position q>f is to be formed (e. g., ^3*3% WTCWT Al ^rsjT JKT^

= Hindi if wrcw WFTl 3JT3JI "fTVir, St. Luke xxiv. 20) ; but the form in

is used, whenever the genitive is used objectively (e. g., *3 '3'awjr W= Hin-

di '3'3^-qi^rT WT) . I consider it, however, more probable that the direct

form of these oblique forms in WT would end in ’qji, that, e, g., to '33vt;r the

directform would be qfWWT- For these forms in WT correspond evidently
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to the Marathi oblique forms in *JT of nouns in (for %) ;
thus Marathi

has genitive irr33?l^r. I have already observed that the Marathi ijpfT

(and such like nouns) presupposes a Prakrit form hrFf'i'T (or U[f3'llT for iirf%r).

This view is confirmed by the derivation of the Naipali It stands

for a Prakrit form 7331#?% (Pr. Prak. II, 17), which would represent a San-

skrit form ^375!rift*? ! (from 33 + W + ^«ffq). The Prakrit genitive 33<5Yw^T
would he contracted in Naipali to <33*7?!. This, however, will he fully dis-

cussed in the IVth Essay. The adjective force is conveyed by the genitive.

The genitive is used in this manner in all Gaurian languages. As regards

Marathi, see the Manual, §. 212, p. 132, note 1, and §. 276, note. For

Panjabi, see Ludiana grammar of Panjabi §§. 43, 120. Eor Gujarati, see

Edalji’s Gujarati Grammar, §. 90, b. For Bangui!, see Shama Churn Sircar’s

Grammar p. 99, (2nd edition). In Hindi such expressions are quite

idiomatic as 3 if*JT 3T*3 377 •T^f, i. it is not my habit (or intention) to

act in this manner
;
or this, 33 fiW BTHT 3TI «T^f, i. e., this thing is

useless. For some other cases of this kind, see Etherington’s Hindi Gram-
mar §. 405. In Hindi, however, in many of these cases the affix argr («rNft

fern ) may also be used. This word is really a noun (as I think, the Prakrit

equivalent of the Sanskrit CTT733f) which has merely been degraded to the

position of an affix, and moreover is often a, pleonastic addition. Its case

is exactly Hite that of the Prakrit 3iT*frr and its Gaurian (Hindi) equivalent

3fT, as explained in Essay II, and affords an illustration of what has been

said there regarding 3K+T and 3iT. Instead of saying 3 <?3? 37*3 q>T 33t
it would he equally idiomatic to say V V3t «TNf . In the latter

sentence, the word 37^3 is in reality already a genitive {viz. of 37337 ;
since

it is the oblique form of it
;
more an this in essay IV)

;
and as such has

already all that adjectival force which the word 3773 3l«TT expresses. The

addition of 3T^TT is, therefore, in reality perfectly pleonastic, making the

word 37333 T31 T doubly adjectival. The word 37 ; 331317 in fact means

exactly the same as 3773 377 which, as explained in Essay Hud, is also a

double adjective or a double genitive (for Prakrit 37VfiY*rc0 ^T%). Hence

in many Hindi phrases 37T and UT~U are interchangeable : e. g., you may say

3f33 371 33;
and qf^Tf*T^TT 33, i. e., the country of the west or the

western country.

Just as the Naipali nouns with a (conjectured) direct form in % and an

oblique form in 3T correspond to the Marathi nouns in 3T with an oblique

form in *71 ,
so the Naipali nouns with a directform in ^3 and oblique form

in W correspond to the Marathi nouns in 3 with an obliqueform in 3?T.

Both have reduced the Prakrit nominative termination % (one to <3, the

other to 3) in their direct form and have preserved the Prakrit organic

genitive in their obliqueform. There is this difference, however, that while

in Marathi the Prakrit nominative termination % has been worn down to
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its utmost limit 33 (i. fi., from % to ^3 and from <3 to or rather to nothing,

leaving the mere consonant), in Naipali it has been only half worn down
to *3.

Besides this class of nouns in ^ which are Pralsritic for they have an

oblique form, the Naipali possesses also another class of nouns in <3 which

are Proper Qaurian
,
because they have no oblique form, but retain their

inflexional base in '3 throughout all cases. Such nouns are, e. g.. ^[R
self— the Hindi e. g„ ^R «TTT *RT, i. e., Hindi RR
% %PC %:iit «tRT, St. Luke, xxiii. 39 ; IrtT sign, e. g., ^rf<T % R fR5?
Ttfjhr, i. r., Hindi vr R ^'ruT, St. Luke ii. 10 ;

and_especially the

noun which serves as the formative of the plural
;

i. e. RHH %iTI3R

^rr ^rrfji fRRT visit, i. e., Hindi srvr ^ ’R fR^T S"RL St. Luke,

ii. 30. The final <3 of these nouns is the substitute of the Prakrit nominative

termination '5r, by the Gaurian law of reduction. In old and poetical Hin-

di, as I have mentioned, nouns with this termination *3 are often met with.

In the modern High Hindi, on the other hand, it has always worn off alto-

gether, so that the nouns end in R or rather in a consonant. This is the

case also in Naipali in some Proper Qaurian nouns, e. g., RTJT heat for STH,

Wrfsm man for HTiRg.

In conclusion 1 add a list of words in illustration of the above remarks.

1 .—PraJcritic Nouns.

Nom. word Gen. jjRT ^T,

11
dust 11 W ’ST,*

11 RTPiT eye 11 #T*

» VIRR speaking 11
HRRT RT t

11
RRRT rising 11 R2RJT #T t

2.— Qaurian Nouns.

A--Proper Gaurian.

Nom. HTR heat Gen. RTR 3TT ;

11 RtIrH man 11
HlfHH %T;

11
jttr village 11

JTTR
;

11 RTR self 11 ^R^T;
-J

11 WTRI girl 11

11 3T«?t light 11 3T»ft #T

* These nouns are apparently feminine.

t The nouns in sg and % are PerhaP3
neuters, and ought to he written with an

anuswara (thus : ,g or ^jf).
Their ?rakrit and Sanakrit originals are neuters, and they

correspond to the Low Hindi neuters in 31 and Vjj and the Gujarati neuters in \3.

1 These nouns are feminine.


